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Holocaust
survivor recounts
experiences,
renounces hate
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

“Auschwitz taught me that hate de¬
stroys not only the ones who hate, but
also those who are hated,” Holocaust
survivor Noemi Ban told a packed au¬
dience in Pettengill's Keck classroom
Monday, as part of her message against
hate. “I hope that when I get to the end
of my story, you will see what hate,
prejudice and bigotry do. They are ugly,
they destroy.”
Ban, author of “Sharing is Heal¬
ing: A Holocaust Survivor’s Story” and
a relative of Bates Assistant Professor
of Economics Nathan Tefft, vividly re¬
called a spring day in 1944 when she
was a 19 year-old girl in Szeged, Hun¬
gary. It was the day Hitler’s troops oc¬
cupied Hungary.
“I remember the first time I stepped
outside with a yellow star on my chest,”
said Ban. “I felt so embarrassed.”
Ban and her family members were
crowded into a ghetto as a number of
anti-Jewish laws were rapidly being
passed. “We became prisoners in our
own home,” she said. “People lived
with us and slept in the hallways. If you
wanted one cup of water, you had to
wait in line. To use the bathroom, you
had to wait in line.”
Following the deportation of her
father, Ban and her grandmother, moth¬
er, 13 year-old sister and baby brother
were forced out of the ghetto by Hun¬
garian soldiers. “They even told us what
to pack,” she said. “A small pillow, bed
sheet, box with dried food and one
change of underwear.”
“The Hungarian people were watch¬
ing us as we were marched out of the
city,” said Ban. “Some were crying, but
others were saying ‘good riddance.’”
Ban and her family were packed
into sweltering railway cars, 85 people
per car, with no ventilation. “I never
knew that smell has a memory,” said
Ban. “But whenever I speak about the
train cars, I smell that horrible stench.”
Once at Auschwitz, Ban was sepa¬
rated from her family immediately. “I
looked into my mom’s beautiful eyes
for the last time and she was saying,
Noemi, take care of yourself. That was
the last time I saw her.”
Ban and the rest of the group were
ordered to undress in the barracks be¬
fore they were shaved. “They didn’t just
shave our hair,” she said. “They shaved
all of our body parts. I saw mountains
of human hair- there was a pile of
brown hair, another of black hair.”
Breakfast and dinner consisted of a
cup of coffee and a slice of bread, made
out of sawdust, said Ban. “For lunch,
they filled a big bowl with soup and
made us line up. We had to pass the
bowl of soup from person to person.”
Ban only learned later that the soup
contained a drug to impede menstrua¬
tion. “Three of my friends who drank
the soup, escaped Auschwitz and got
married, couldn’t have any babies when
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Milt Lindholm '35 warmly remembered
PALO PEIRCE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

On Sun., March 21st a memorial ser¬
vice to celebrate the life of Dean Emeri¬
tus Milton L. Lindholm ’35 was held at
the College chapel. Hosted by the Presi¬
dent and Office Services, the Offices of
College Advancement and the office of
the Multifaith Chaplaincy, the service
was well attended by Lindholm's col¬
leagues, friends and family. President
Elaine Tuttle Hansen delivered a wel¬
come speech and offered condolences
to the Lindholm family on behalf of the
entire campus. She described Lindholm,
who served as College's Dean of Ad¬
missions for 32 years, as epitomizing
Bates values. “He had a vision, insight
and a faith into what he though each
student could be, and Bates as well”
said Hansen.
Lindholm, a native of Waltham,
Mass., was, according to Bates Trust¬
ee Ed Wilson ‘62, “a Bates legend.”
Throughout his illustrious academic
career at Bates, Lindholm, a religion
major, served as President of his class
and President of the Student Council.
Ultimately Captain of Varsity football
in 1934, Lindholm was the starting
center in the team's epic 1932 0-0 tie
against Yale and was later inducted

into the Bates Scholar-Athlete Hall of
Fame. Lindholm was the last alum to
hold three degrees from Bates: an un¬
dergraduate degree in religion, a mas¬
ter’s degree in education, and honorary
degree. He started his Bates admissions
career in 1944 as the director of men’s
admissions, responsible for restoring
male enrollment after World War II.
According to his son Karl L. Lindholm,
Dean of Cook Commons at Middlebury
College, the elder Lindholm was pro¬
gressive, seeking to recruit older war
veterans and even admitting five Jap¬
anese-Americans who were once con¬
fined to internment camps.
As Wilson noted in his remem¬
brance, of the 23,000 living Bates alum¬
ni, half were admitted by Lindholm. In
his address, Executive Director of Inter¬
national Advancement William Hiss ’66,
described how Lindholm “invented and
shaped the admissions model of recruit¬
ment and selection for 32 years.” Hiss
and Wilson also shared their gratitude
for the opportunities Lindholm pro¬
vided by “taking a chance on [them].”
This sentiment was echoed throughout
the homily orated by the Reverend Pe¬
ter J. Gomes ’65, the Plummer Professor
of Christian Morals and Pusey Minister
in The Memorial Church at Harvard
University, who said that Lindholm

“invested in our poten¬
tial.” Lindholm retired
from Bates in 1976, and
was presented with a
sabbatical trip around
the world by staff and
friends, which associate
Dean of Students James
Reese described as a
“testament to the impact
that he had on the cam¬
pus.” As Wilson point¬
edly said, “Milt did not
admit a class, he created
one.”
Karl L. Lindholm
noted that his father’s
legacy is everlasting, ap¬
parent through the con¬
tinued success of his nu¬
merous protegees, many
of whom now work at
prestigious institutions
like Duke, Bowdoin
and Bates. The elder
Lindholm “enjoyed the
office of communications and media relations/
company of others, and
courtesy photo
was blessed throughout Milt Lindholm '35 leaves a lasting legacy and is rememhis life with friendship,” bered for his progressive approach to Bates admissions.
noted his son.
In addition to his wife
tha Lindholm Lentz ‘64, of Topsham,
of 71 years, Jane Lindholm ’37, Lind¬
Maine; his son, Karl L. Lindholm, of
holm is survived by his daughter, MarMiddlebury, Vt.; and their families.

BIRA marches on Washington for immigration reform
PALO PEIRCE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Last Sun. Mar. 21st,
several
student members of the Bates Im¬
migrant Rights Advocacy Group
(BIRA) participated in a rally in
Washington D.C. that called for
legislation to grant millions of il¬
legal immigrants’ legal residency in
the United States. The event was
organized by Immigration Reform
for America and the National Immi¬
gration Forum. Tens of thousands
were estimated to have attended
the rally, which featured prominent
politicians such as New Jersey’s
Democratic Senator Robert Menendez and African-American leaders
including Reverend Jesse Jackson.
The Bates team was com¬
prised of five students: Sabri¬
na Minjares ‘12, Cristian Ruiz
‘12, Akinyele Akinruntan ‘13, Linda
Kugblen ‘13, and Alberto Martinez ‘13.
The BIRA group’s trip was
sponsored by the Maine’s People
Alliance, a local chapter of the na¬
tional immigrant advocacy group,
which also supplied signs and oth¬
er protesting tools.
The group left Bates by bus at
5 am arid traveled to the offices of
Maine Congressman Mike Michaud,
where it met an aide with exten¬
sive knowledge on immigration
reform. According to Ruiz, the or¬
ganization’s Community Director,
the goal of the BIRA was to be a
part of the process of reform by
speaking up and making the need
for change overtly clear.
“It was exciting to be part of
this very historic and rewarding
experience, and I was happy to
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Activists march in Washington, D.C. to demand residency rights for illegal immigrants. Among particpants were members of
the Bates Immigrant Rights Advocacy Group (BIRA).

share it with so many members of
both the Bates and national immi¬
grant communities” he said.
The group watched a previously
taped video recording of President
Obama in which he reaffirmed his
belief in immigrant reform but re¬
frained from citing a specific time
table. During the protest, the stu¬
dents chanted the Obama campaign

slogan, “Yes we can!” in Spanish and
English. Along the way they heard a
speech by Los Angeles Roman Cath¬
olic Cardinal Roger M. Mahoney and
a performance by the rock band Los
Lonely Boys.
After Representative Luis V.
Gutierrez a Democrat from Illinois
spoke, several of the students were
allowed to meet and take photo-

graphs with him. According to Ruiz,
while most major demographics
were represented throughout the
rally, it was predominately com¬
posed of Latino immigrants.
The Bates Immigrant Rights
Advocacy Group club meets ev¬
ery Monday at 8 p.m. at the Mul¬
ticultural Center and is open to all
Bates students, staff, and faculty.

See AUSCHWITZ, page 6
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RACHEL HASTINGS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Professor reveals importance of voice
Katalin Vecsey coaches students and professionals in the art
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Students celebrate international heritage
Annual dinner promotes cross-cultural awareness. •
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McKay advocates
autonomous Quebec
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Scott McKay, a member of the
National Assembly of Quebec for
the Parti Quebecois, came to Bates
last Thursday to speak about the en¬
vironmental challenges that Canada
faces and the Parti Quebecois hope
for an independent Quebec. McKay
led Canada’s Green Party from 2006
to 2008. The talk was sponsored by
the Sociology department and the
Mellon Foundation Faculty Inno¬
vation Fund, and was recorded for
playback on Maine public radio,
McKay was introduced by Profes¬
sor of Sociology Francesco Duina,
whom he had met while researching
separatist movements.

“We like to present it a bit more
positively - we like to talk about Que¬
bec’s sovereignty,” McKay immediate¬
ly noted.
McKay, who intermittently used
French phrases throughout his lec¬
ture, reminded the audience of some
history. “Many people came from up
north to Maine...as a result of gov¬
ernment policy that discriminated
against those who spoke French.”
McKay’s own parents immigrated to
Quebec, but he noted that his Irish
and Scottish roots “didn’t stop [him]
from fully embracing the cause of
Quebec’s sovereignty.”
McKay exalted some of the posi¬
tive aspects of his province, list¬
ing its quality daycare and public
healthcare, high levels of education
and unionization and low taxes on

entrepreneurs.
In particular, he
pointed to the equality enjoyed by
the Quebecois, noting that same-sex
marriage is legal in Quebec because
“in Quebec, hatred is not considered
a family value.”
McKay also emphasized Que¬
bec’s environmental record, stating
that in Quebec, one finds the high¬
est level of support on the continent
for the Kyoto protocol. However,
according to McKay, those who pur¬
sue and abide by green protocol are
punished by federal policies that
help the oil and gas industries at the
expense of green business.
“There are many reasons to wish
for the sovereignty of Quebec, and
nationalism is only one of them” McKSee McKAY. page 5
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FORUM
Bates Fund
mandate
should not be
a reason not
to donate to
the Senior Gift
REGINA TAVANI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It’s late March. The
temperatures are climb¬
ing, the sun is shining,
and hunkering down in
the library to work (work? what? I have
that?) is becoming increasingly harder.
For the senior class, the brevity of our
time remaining here is becoming alarm¬
ingly real.- In just a few weeks, our di¬
plomas will be in hand, our keycards
will be deactivated, and Bates will go
on without all of us as it has for the last
150-some years.
Some of us may take this reality pas¬
sively. Others may cling to the exciting
changes that the “real world” will bring.
And yet others will surely deeply remi¬
nisce on that which we are all about to
lose. However it is that we choose to
cope with the enormous changes that
will occur in our lives on May 30th, it is
also crucial at this point in time that we
think about just how we plan to remain
a part of the Bates community once we
are no longer its students.
For years, our way of leaving our
mark as a class on this campus has been
through the Senior Gift. For most stu¬
dents, this has also been our first intro¬
duction to alumni giving. I know that
the change made to the Senior Gift in
2008, which mandated that all senior
gifts go directly into the Bates Fund
rather than be used toward a class-des¬
ignated gift, left many students disgrun¬
tled and uneager to give. I admit that I
myself was at first equally disgruntled
by what I saw as an unfair encroach¬
ment on our agency as a senior class

to choose our way to leave a mark on
Bates. However, upon careful reconsid¬
eration, I’ve come to the opinion that a
class-wide donation to the Bates Fund
is perhaps the most thoughtful, gener¬
ous, and above all useful gift that we
seniors can provide to our alma mater.
I ask you to consider how large of a
difference the Class of 1931 clock hang¬
ing from Hathorn has made in your
Bates experience. Perhaps it has helped
you make it to class on time in a few in¬
stances. But has it helped the quality of
your classes - the professors who teach
it, the facilities in which it takes place,
the number of students enrolled?
The Class of 1910 Gate is indeed
aesthetically pleasing, but at a time
when keeping Bates competitive is
more crucial than ever and the cost of
tuition is rising at unprecedented rates,
I think it’s safe to say that accessory aes¬
thetics should not be of utmost prior¬
ity (the same goes for the Class of 2004
bobcat statue, if one could call that aes¬
thetically pleasing).
These kinds of senior gifts are cer¬
tainly a great way to remind future
Batesies of our own time here at Bates.
But are they not also a bit self-aggran¬
dizing? Do we really need a visible me¬
morial to ourselves? When we give to
the Bates Fund, we consciously recog¬
nize ourselves as interrelated to the rest
of the Bates community in a way deep¬
er than this. Rather than show ourselves
off to the Classes of 2014 and beyond,
how about we try to ensure that their
Bates experience is just as good as ours
or even better? By giving to the Bates
Fund, we can do this far more effecSee DONATING, page 4
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Letter to the Editor
Bates is not a social club: students
should not pride themselves on
elitism as Ray ’10 suggests
To the Editor:
In the March 16th issue of The Stu¬
dent, Doug Ray TO argued that Bates
students ought to embrace their elit¬
ism. We think this topic is an important
one and thank Ray for taking the time
to think about it However, we feel that
the stance he takes and the suggestions
he makes are seriously flawed and need
to be addressed.
Despite Bates’ best efforts to ad¬
mit students based on academic merit
alone, the fact remains that this college
is not need-blind. This means that, every
year, the college has to deny admittance
to students whom it would otherwise
accept because these students do not
have the money to pay for tuition. We
bring up this issue not to discredit the
intellect of the student body - the sta¬
tistics that Ray cites about high school
class rankings are not wrong - but rath¬
er to reject Ray’s claim that Bates ac¬
cepts only the brightest and most inter¬
esting students. His multiple appeals to
the overall wealth of the student body
serve only to support this very point.
We see no reason to take pride in
the wealth of the student body. Firstly,
this wealth reveals the sad truth that
higher education in this country is not

available to everyone. Secondly, the
economic class of college-aged students
is almost invariably a result of their
parents’ achievements, not their own.
Wealthy students can and should feel
fortunate for their wealth but not proud
of it. We are confused as to why Ray
chooses to praise Bates for its money
rather than for the education that it of¬
fers. To the extent that he focuses on
Bates’ facilities and endowment rather
than its education, he seems to have
fallen victim to what Marx calls “the fe¬
tishism of the commodity.”
Moving on, we take offense to
Ray’s suggestion that traveling abroad,
expressing environmental concern,
and buying second-hand clothing
are all attempts to deny our wealth
so as to “save face and look ‘cool’ in
our own special way.” This assertion
makes absolutely no sense. Ray strug¬
gles throughout his article to express
himself, but we think he is attempting
to suggest that the things listed above
are nothing more than expressions of
bouigeois identity crises. With this we
could not disagree more.
We believe that the value of a Bates
education lies largely in its ability to con¬
struct a clear(ish) lens through which
students may view the world around

them as well as their place within this
world. As three students who have been
fortunate enough to have had this lens
polished for us by the deft hands of
our esteemed professors, we can assure
you that wealth does not correlate with
personal superiority. Therefore, people
who pride themselves on their wealth,
who see their wealth as a sign of their
elite status or their inherent superiority,
are confused individuals, and, though
their errors are serious, their views
should not be taken seriously.
Along with Ray, we are proud to be
a part of the Bates community. But what
Ray fails to realize is that Bates is more
than a social club. To do nothing more
with your education from Bates than
revel in its elite reputation not only goes
against the very essence of a Bates edu¬
cation, it is also socially irresponsible.
A Bates education empowers us with
the knowledge to effectively address
the challenges of our age. As Bates
graduates, we enter the world with the
obligation to speak truth to power, not
to perpetuate arbitrary and unjust struc
tures of power.
Matt Marienthal TO, Tucker Pawlick
’09 and Matt Reynolds TO

Anthem’s drive for
profit should not take
precedence over the
health and livelihood
of Maine residents
PETER SENZAMICI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Healthcare reform is urgently
needed in our country. As a graduat¬
ing senior, this is especially troubling
as I begin search for a job. Hopefully,
universal healthcare will be passed
before I fall ill or break an essential
limb once my current coverage ex¬
pires post-graduation. America is the
only developed, industrialized coun¬
try without universal care for its citi¬
zens, yet we are also the wealthiest.
Every week, nearly 17,000 families
are forced to file for bankruptcy be¬
cause of medical costs, accounting for
over half of personal bankruptcies year¬
ly. More than 80 percent of these people
are covered by health insurance (some
insurance, that is). In other countries,
this would be a staggering figure, and
morally irreprehensible. Additionally,
most of our healthcare system is based
on employer-supplied coverage, which,
with more than 98,000 Americans losing
jobs each week, is falling apart before
our eyes.
Employers too are struggling to
cover their employees because pre¬
miums increased by 89.7 percent be¬
tween 2000 and 2007. People who
once had coverage are now break¬
ing the bank to pay for basic, “cata¬
strophic,” bare coverage (deductibles
of $5k-$15k). With the need-so great,
why are there such barriers to reform?
How did we get here? Where is the
resistance to providing healthcare for
all Americans?
Part of the problem is that while
American families are losing their jobs
and healthcare and filing for bankruptcy,
the health insurance industry is making
more than $150 million in profits each
week. How can insurance companies
be profiting so much off a system that is
so broken and flawed? How can a com¬
pany be allowed to profit so much from
selling such a flawed product?
In Maine, the behavior of Anthem
Health Plans is a perfect example of
how health insurance companies have
been driving up the costs of healthcare
simply for increased profits. Anthem’s
actions are very telling, as the insurance
company has a 70 percent monopo¬
ly on the health insurance market in

Maine and similar monopolies in eleven
other states (Anthem/Wellpoint took
over the nonprofit insurance provid¬
ers Blue Cross/Blue Shield some years
ago). This market control gives them
unchecked power over life. Last March,
Anthem Maine requested to increase
their rates by 18.5 percent on individual
policyholders, known as “catastrophic
coverage” held by struggling Mainers,
in order to guarantee a 3 percent profit
margin. Why should Maine guarantee
Anthem profits while people and fami¬
lies everywhere are making sacrifices in
hard economic times? Why should any
company be guaranteed a profit7
The Bureau of Insurance denied An¬
them their full request, allowing a still
gigantic 10.9 percent increase, based on
fear that, if fully denied, Anthem would
simply pull out of Maine altogether (no
profit, no business... duh). Apparently,
that wasn’t enough. In June, Anthem
sued the state in order to get their full
rate increase. To put this in perspective,
Anthem of Maine raked in $75.7 million
in net profit in 2007. Between 2004 and
2007, profits increased by 89.2 percent.
Anthem is a highly profitable and suc¬
cessful enterprise of their parent com¬
pany, Wellpoint, which brought in $2.7
billion in the fourth quarter of 2009, and
in the 2004-2007 period saw a profit in¬
crease of 331.1 percent! Anthem has
sued the state of Maine for a guaranteed
profit margin so that their net profits
can continue to soar, regardless of how
it affects the people forced, by limited
competition, to buy their coverage.
While in the process of suing Maine,
they filed for another 23 percent rate
hike for Maine families in December. Is
this not outrageous? Is this how health¬
care should be managed, with Anthem’s
profits dictating what small businesses
and individuals should pay for cover¬
age? What should health insurance
companies be concerned about? Prof¬
its, or people? Without health insurance
reform, companies can simply decide to
ask for more money from hardworking
families simply to increase net profits
and sue the state when they don’t get
their way.
A river of tears and blood flows
through Anthem’s healthcare jungle.
This behavior is predatory. Corpora¬
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tions are denying small businesses the
ability to provide its employees with
healthcare as they demand that premi¬
ums skyrocket, forcing more and more
people to sign on to these catastrophic
plans. If you used to pay $400 a month
for a plan with a $5,000 deductible, the
new rate hikes will have you paying
$600. This is an expensive and deadly
way to conduct healthcare. In many
other countries, for example, Germany,
it is illegal 'to profit off of healthcare.
What has a profit-driven system gotten
us? A low life expectancy among other
developed nations and high infant mor¬
tality rates (a watermark for judging
healthcare success). Business is busi¬
ness, some would say. What happened
to having a right to life?
Some might say there is the option
of doing nothing, allowing these vora¬
cious cows to graze our wallets, or the
option of reform. Reform would limit
the behavior of these insurance mo¬
nopolies, putting a fence around their
currently unregulated behavior. The
current bill just passed by the House
and Senate curtails these practices,
but it still does not do as much as a
public option would to counter such
immoral activities.
Over 200 people demonstrated
in Portland last week before the An¬
them hearings began. As I stood in
the crowd, listening to people share
their stories of living under Anthem’s
care, I saw the faces of those affect¬
ed by Anthem’s outrageous behavior
filled with anger, disgust and des¬
peration. One sign asked “Is this a
first world country or what?” I want
to ask Congress the same question.
In April of 2008, Wellpoint’s CEO,
Angela Braly, assured investors that
“We will not sacrifice profitabil¬
ity for membership.” Maine has had
enough. Maine deserves better. Our
country deserves better. Universal
health coverage has been sacrificed
for profits time and time again. May¬
be this time, for our sakes, it will be
different.
Sources: rwjf.org, mecep.org, kff.org,
hcfan.3cdn.net/578blf7456962bfa7a_
r6m6bhcjn.pdf, cbpp.org, huffingtonpost.com
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Recent passage of healthcare
legislation could put American
politics back on track
MARIAM ALAM
MANAGING FORUM
EDITOR

I will admit that, of
late, my knowledge of
domestic and interna¬
tional affairs has been limited to what¬
ever I can glean from a glance over the
NYTimes.com homepage while I wait
for Facebook to load. In the past, I have
not been the infamous headline skim¬
mer, but someone who read the Times
daily, watched CNN at the gym, and re¬
ceived e-mail updates from NYTimes.
com for “breaking news” reports. What
changed? To some extent, balancing
thesis, other classes, The Student, on
campus jobs and a yet-to-be-successful
search for “real” job in the “real” world
lessened my desire to do anything intel¬
lectual or productive in my free time.
But, in all honesty, I was more disen¬
chanted by the “breaking news” than by
my sometimes-overwhelming schedule.
One aspect of this disenchantment
is the sheer absurdity of much of the
news that makes headlines today. As the
media increasingly reports on phenom¬
enological news stories (that appear to
be heavily weighted in the on-goings of
the animal kingdom) - “Baby bom in a
taxi,” “Moose falls through ice,” “Mon¬
key escapes capture again,” “Skunk
freed from jar” (all headlining news
stories on CNN.com this Monday after¬
noon) - rather than substance, I have
become less and less confident that I
will find anything worthy of reading in
traditional news sources.
Yet to a greater extent, my with¬
drawal from the “real” world into the
safe, cozy and un-phenomenal “Bates
Bubble” can be credited to my general
disillusionment with American politics
and the world’s morality. Like many an

angsty teen, I spent my high school
years lamenting the sad state of our
universe, despairing particularly over
what I saw as corrupt conservatives
ruling, not leading, our nation from
their penthouses and yachts. Though I
will now admit that mapy of my theo¬
ries then were just as bizarre as CNN’s
current headlines, I do still remain
slightly skeptical of the American gov¬
ernment and the workings of our na¬
tion to this day.
As cliche as it sounds, the only
thing that cheered my view of Amer¬
ican politics was Barack Obama’s
entrance to the political stage a few
years back. Like many, I was won
over by Obama’s message of “Change
we can believe in” and became an
avid supporter of his campaign.
But though I continued to support
Obama’s efforts following his elec¬
tion, the President’s inability to win
over Washington the way he wooed
the rest of the nation troubled me.
How was it that even this inspira¬
tional leader, who had great ideas
and the drive to change our country,
also failed at getting anything done?
Blaming partisanship and my own
idealism, I fell back into my disen¬
chanted state.
But Monday morning’s headlines
(“Obama hails vote on health care as
answering ‘the call of history,”’ “House
passes healthcare bill”) inspired in me
the kind of patriotism and fervor for
American politics that I have not felt
since the days that I memorized the or¬
der of former presidents for fun (mid¬
dle school was a little dull for some of
us). The passage of the healthcare bill
by the House on Sunday evening rep¬
resents a measure that will “reshape
the nation’s social welfare system” in
a way that could be as significant as
Medicaid/Medicare and the New Deal

(NYTimes.com). The bill substantially
expands federal health insurance cov¬
erage - an estimated 32 million Ameri¬
cans who have previously lived without
insurance will now be covered. The
healthcare overhaul will certainly be
most beneficial for the uninsured, many
of whom could not attain earlier pro¬
tection because rising of premiums or
pre-existing conditions. However, regu¬
lations on insurance companies, as well
as the creation of healthcare exchanges,
will mandate more patient-focused in¬
surance along with alternatives to the
major insurance companies that often
provide costly plans. This could have
particular relevance to those of us who,
soon after graduation, will no longer be
covered by our parents’ or Bates’ health
insurance (NYTimes.com).
Although the healthcare plan is
far from perfect, with suggestions for
amendments and even the repeal of
the bill already in the works, I hope,
in my state of newly inspired idealism,
that the passage of such a watershed
piece of legislation will alter American
politics in the long run. The bill did not
pass with flying bipartisan colors, with
the House voting 219-212 in favor of the
legislation and boasting a grand total of
zero Republicans on the “yea” side. Yet,
as far as I can tell, the passage of the
healthcare bill represents the greatest
productivity that Washington has seen
in decades. Though opposition and
debate on the bill will likely continue,
the long-term benefits of the legislation
could be influential in quelling the par¬
ty warfare that has plagued Washington
in recent history. Though I am not op¬
posed to the possible modification of
the bill in the future, I hope that Wash¬
ington will step back for a moment and
allow for the new legislation to work
some magic on the health of both the
American people and American politics.

Scott McKay’s talk on
campus provides students
with biased view of Quebecois
separatist movement
NICOLETTE WHITNEY
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, March 18th, Bates stu¬
dents and faculty had the opportunity to
listen to a talk sponsored by the Sociol¬
ogy Department featuring Scott McKay,
a member of the Quebec National As¬
sembly, which makes up the Parliament
of Quebec. McKay is a member of the
Parti Quebecois, which is a left-wing
Canadian political party comprised of
separatists. The separatists advocate for
the separation of the province of Que¬
bec from the rest of Canada to form its
own nation. In his talk at Bates, McKay
claimed that, if it were to secede, Que¬
bec would still have economic and po¬
litical ties to Canada but would be a
sovereign state. As a Canadian citizen
who lives in the province of Ontario, I
found it interesting to listen to McKay’s
generalizations about the rest of Canada
residing outside of Quebec.
In Canadian history, there have
been two referendums raised by Que¬
bec on the issue of separation. The Parti
Quebecois initiated the first referendum
in 1980. On the question of separa¬
tion, the creation of a sovereign state
of Quebec was defeated when 59.56
percent voted against the measure. The
second referendum, put up for the vote
in 1995, was defeated by an extremely
narrow margin, with 50.58 percent of
Quebecois voting “no” on the proposi¬
tion, and 49-42 percent voting “yes.”
The anxiety that came out of the second
referendum was enough for Quebecois
to question their roots in Canadian his¬
tory and their inclusion in the country’s
national identity.
As the former leader of the Green
Party of Quebec from 2006 to 2008,
much of McKay’s arguments for sepa¬
ration explored environmental issues.
He explained how Canada has been
extracting oil from Alberta and British
Columbia. McKay found it alarming
that when the Canadian oil industry
produced more oil, the value of the Ca¬
nadian dollar increased. This was unac¬
ceptable by his standards.
However, this fact should not be the
least bit alarming. We are coming out of
a recession. Canada is not going to sit
on its oil reserve to please Parti mem¬
bers and other Quebec Green Party ac¬
tivists. The Green Party holds only one
seat in Quebec parliament. Quebec is
receiving federal help, without which
the province able to support itself. The
very funds they are receiving are com¬
ing from the successful oil innovation
in Alberta. According to The Calgary
Herald, “Canada produces less than
two percent of the world’s greenhouse

gases and the oil sands produce just
five percent of Canada’s emissions but
yield more than one quarter of Canada’s
wealth.” The government is currently
working to install wind turbines across
the country and individual citizens are
engaging in huge initiatives to cut back
on their ecological footprints. Quebec,
you are not the only province that is
trying to make a difference.
McKay discussed Quebec’s commit¬
ment to the Kyoto accord. He compared
Quebec’s environmental approaches to
the rest of Canada and largely under¬
mined the rest of the country’s involve¬
ment in reducing the nation’s carbon
footprint. In order for Kyoto to be an
effective strategy in Canada, the entire
country must be involved in environ¬
mental change. Quebec was well aware
of this fact when Canada signed on.
McKay discussed how the French
language has been declining in Quebec.
“Only 50 percent of Montreal speaks
French. The rest is English...We worry
about this,” explained McKay. He sees
a decline in French fluency in Quebec
and fears that the French language will
one day no longer be spoken in the re¬
gion. McKay is concerned that his phe¬
nomenon reflects on larger issues with
the representation of the French identity
nationally. The politician claimed that
the Quebecois define themselves as
uniquely different from the rest of Can¬
ada - to an extent that makes separation
necessary. He explained how the peo¬
ple of Quebec are holding on to Canada
with one last stririg, in the hopes that
Canada will be accepting of them. He
does not find Canada accommodating
to Quebec’s needs. Does Canada need
to prove itself to Quebec? I was certain
that the Quebec Act of 1774, enacted
by the Parliament of Great Britain it¬
self, made our acknowledgement of the
province of Quebec quite clear.
McKay made ridiculous claims
about the French language and how it
is “hardly” spoken in other Canadian
provinces. This was a major reason for
his interest in secession, as he finds
it crucial to preserve the French lan¬
guage. However, French is actually
one of Canada’s two official languag¬
es. All across the country, translations
and services are provided in French.
French is used outside of Quebec ev¬
eryday in communication, the media,
education and in government. Many
schools throughout Canada even in¬
corporate mandatory French programs
for children who are as young as four
years old. I was in a French immersion
program for four years, in which half
of all of my schooling was conducted
in French. There are even schools that

only teach in French. According to the
Canadian Department of Justice Web
site, the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms makes it mandatory for
all provinces to supply primary and
secondary education to their officiallanguage minorities at the public’s
expense. Moreover, it is necessary for
Montreal to have English-speaking
residents. The city’s economy strives
on “outsiders” who come to Montre¬
al to go to school, find employment
and seek educational experiences, or
those who visit the city for mandatory
school trips and tourist attractions.
The compilation of both the English
and the French languages allows for
a unique setting that defines Montreal
from all other areas of Quebec.
McKay did not mention the grow¬
ing population of young residents
of Quebec who are eligible to vote.
Many Quebecois in their twenties do
not wish for the province to separate
from the larger nation. They have
found experiences throughout the
country that have given them an un¬
derstanding as to why Quebec is part
of Canada. I have always been taught
Canadian history in a way that placed
pride in our French heritage. Canada
would not be the nation it is today if
it were not for the Voyageurs or Louis
Riel the French Metis who founded
Manitoba. French history influences
the entire nation, and is not limited
to just Quebec. McKay’s ideas pro¬
vided a one-sided opinion, with many
flaws resting in his assumptions about
the greater country. As the Conserva¬
tive Party currently holds the greatest
number of seats in Parliament under
Prime Minister Stephen Harper, I find
it very unlikely that Quebec will sepa¬
rate any time soon. McKay made his
opinion obvious when he said, “We
will separate soon...We hope within
the next few years.”
McKay’s address to the Bates
community was a learning experi¬
ence for many. Students left the talk
considering the separatist argument.
McKay’s talk incited engaging dis¬
cussion that gave us an idea about
what it is like to be a minority. The
passion invested by McKay and oth¬
er Parti members on the topic of
sovereignty is something that pushes
these people to continue their strug¬
gle for change. The real question
on separation is, when will we stop
hearing talk and start seeing change?
If I could mimic McKay and make
one (honest) generalization, it would
be that the rest of Canada does not
think Quebec will separate any time
in the near future. Vive le Canada!
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How do we
mend tensions
between Bates
students and
locals?
LIZ MILLER
STAFF WRITER

I
was walking
down Wood Street to¬
ward campus a few
nights ago when I
felt something wet hit me in the face.
I looked up to see a black truck with
three or four Lewiston residents in their
mid-twenties hanging out the back, flip¬
ping me off and shouting expletives at
me. I’m not quite sure what they were
throwing at me - something made up of
small, soggy particles - and I’m not sure
I want to know.
All I could really do when it hap¬
pened was laugh. Thinking back on
the fact, I realized that laughing might
not have been the most appropriate
response. What should I have done? I
laugh when I’m uncomfortable. Should
I have been angrier? They didn’t hurt
me physically, after all. Their behav¬
ior was just annoying. Should I have
yefled back at them, causing them
to stop their car and confront me? I
mean, obviously, I could have taken
three big dudes on my own. Should I
have gone running in the opposite di¬
rection, unnecessarily amplifying the
distance I had to walk to campus?
I’m not sure how the resentment
between locals and Batesies should be
dealt with. Later that night, I saw the
same truck drive by some students on
Campus Ave. and pelt them similarly.
During my four years here, I have def¬
initely been lucky. Other than a few
minor and weak interactions, I have
never been subjected to this kind of
anger before. I know this kind of thing
happens all the time. Things worse
than this happen, but that doesn’t
mean that they should.
I often get upset thinking about the
seemingly unfair judgment that many
locals place upon the students of Bates
College. I’ll run into people when I go
out in Lewiston and I’ll feel their judg¬
mental eyes upon me. Of course, this
definitely isn’t the case with everyone in
the community. I have met many awe¬
some, interesting and amiable people
from Lewiston. Every time I meet such
a person, I wonder why all interactions
can’t be like that. Then I realize that this
is Bates, and we do reek of an air of

superiority, whether or not we realize it.
A lot of that arrogance, intentional
or not, can be helped. It’s easy to get
caught up in the “Bates Bubble.” Obvi¬
ously, many people from Bates come
from high-income families. However,
this is not something that needs to be
flaunted. While sitting on a lawn facing
the Lewiston community with our fancy
laptops and huge, expensive speakers
may seem harmless and innocent, it’s a
great contrast to some of the lower in¬
come neighborhoods that surround our
school. That can be very disconcerting.
Perhaps a lot of this meditation
comes from living off-campus and
working daily in the Lewiston com¬
munity. I think we all need to be more
conscious of how we act as a student
body. I know we are all in college and
want to have a good time. But, maybe
we shouldn’t go running and yelling
through the parking lot of an apartment
complex late at night on a weekday.
Maybe we shouldn’t be talking loudly
on our Blackberries as we dangle our
Coach bags on the counter of the Pub.
Maybe this is just the rambling of an ag¬
ing senior who realizes she and Bates
are growing apart. Even so, I think it is
a consciousness we should all embrace.
Of course, throwing things at stu¬
dents from trucks is uncalled for. That
isn’t something that can be helped by
a handshake. Some people are just an¬
gry. But, perhaps we could all go with
having a bit more modesty, or at least
being mindful of our interactions with
the Lewiston community. Although I
am an incredibly awkward person, I al¬
ways try, as I know many others do, to
say hello to my neighbors when they
walk down the street. Maybe I should
do more. I know many students are
involved in community service within
Lewiston, which I think is a wonder¬
ful thing. I know we’re here for aca¬
demics and are busy most of the time,
but maybe we could all squeeze a
little positive communication into our
schedules. While these kinds of slight
exchanges can’t always be expected,
nor do they always seem to achieve
much, they are a start. It’s ambitious
of me to think that a smile in the right
direction will keep unidentifiable, wet
objects from flying at my face, but I’d
love to believe it could.

Share Your Opinion!
Anyone can write for the Forum section. If you
have a reaction or opinion you would like printed,
please e-mail it to malam@bates.edu by
6 p.m. on Sundays.

BATES RATES
Manic Optimists and
Crosstones a capella
show

A nice change of
pace to the typically
sweaty, dark,
Saturday night events
held in the Silo.

There was some
very creative salsa
going on in the Little
Room...

Sabado Gigante

First day of spring

Randomization for
Short Term...and
Fall 2010 classes

tt

Only one more
month until the
Quad blossoms from
mud to dirt.

Goodbye, two daya-week classes. We
hardly knew you.
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Bringing Wikipedia into
the scholarly sphere
JAMIE CRAGNOLINE
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

We all want to pre¬
tend that we are aca¬
demically reared, moral
individuals who would
never use Wikipedia for anything cred¬
ible. Sure, it’s there to verify some ran¬
dom fact to prove your friend wrong
or to work to your advantage on Trivia
Night, but we all know that Wikipedia
is not to be taken seriously. It is, af¬
ter all, written by anyone who asserts
that they have authority on a subject
- or by people who are bored and
want something to do. In the Wiki¬
pedia article about Wikipedia (crazy,
right) the site is said to be “written
collaboratively by largely anonymous
Internet users who write without pay.”
This sounds a little fishy, doesn’t it?
I could conceivably go online and
infuse countless articles with false in¬
formation, potentially leading millions
of Wikipedia users astray. Not to say
that I have done this...but you’ll be
surprised at how quickly people correct
your misleading information. Apparent¬
ly, people know stuff.
So, Wikipedia is conceivably writ¬
ten by absolutely anyone. As such, it is
regarded quite differently in academia
than, say, a book from the library or a
scholarly article. These' other sources
can be cited at will and accepted as
fact - or at least as vaguely authorita¬
tive on the subject at hand. Wikipedia
remains in a liminal state between fact
and fiction; we go to it for information,
yet there is a stigma against using that
information for anything legitimate

said for the fact that multiple people
collaborate on a single entry that is
constantly available for updates, revi¬
sions and corrections by anyone who
so chooses.
I think we need to reconsider the
way in which Wikipedia is used in aca¬
demia. Let’s not kid ourselves - it’s a
source that we all use. I’m not saying
one should constantly quote Wikipe¬
dia directly; but I know that it’s usually
my first stop when I’m trying to figure
out what something is and where I can
find more information on a topic.
In fact, Wikipedia is often the best
and most accessible resource avail¬
able. I mean, where else would you
“Wikipedia has been a
go if you wanted to know what a
part of our education culture portable seraglio is, or how many
since the first student looked dinosaurs begin with the letter A,
or what year Elaine Tuttle Hansen
up something on the site and graduated from college?
But why is it shunned from
incorporated it into written
use in our courses? I have en¬
or spoken discourse.”
countered a few professors
who, in fact, welcome the use
of Wikipedia, assigning article
readings for class and urging us
people with “Dr.” in front of their names? to use it as a source in our papers.
Because they’ve been around forever? Wikipedia has been a part of our
Because they’re backed by other sourc¬ education culture since the first
es? We have constructed an idea about student looked up something on
what is a reputable source and what is the site and incorporated it into
not, and I think it’s about time we call written or spoken discourse. Of
these definitions into question. How do course, we still need to use it with
we know what is really “right,” anyway? a grain of salt, and I’m not about
Sources like Wikipedia, if nothing else, to make it the primary source of
are showing us what it is that people my thesis. But, I think it’s about
think and know. I’ll go so far as to ar¬ time that we bring Wikipedia’s
gue that Wikipedia is redefining the way role out into the public instead of
in which we consider information. Yes, shunning its existence and tiptoe¬
articles in Wikipedia are generated in ing around the fact that it’s some¬
a different way than that of a scholarly thing that we all use, often on an
text, but I think there is something to be hourly basis.
and scholarly.
But let’s assess the situation here.
Real encyclopedias are getting increas¬
ingly difficult to come by. Encarta
ceased to exist last year, shutting down
its online operations. Britannica, the
encyclopedia of encyclopedias, is still
in operation, but is taking edits and
article additions from the general pub¬
lic. Hmm...sounds like it’s going in the
direction of Wikipedia.
Why are these other sources more
reputable? Because they’re written by

ffliStt?
1921
Number of years after which a snack bar is resuming business following destruction in the
Pompeii earthquake.
5
Number of years a man in Minnesota has been sentenced to prison for stealing a beer.
2
Number of times Calvin Ward, who is African American, was mistakenly jailed in Sacramento,
CA after authorities mistook him for the Caucasian Calvin Phillips.
Source: Fark.com

So long, Mr. Jefferson
and good riddance
Changes to Texas
curriculum represent a
more accurate, Christian
American history
BLAISE LUCEY
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

Last week, the Tex¬
as Board of Education
decided to change the
history of the United States in millions
of school textbooks. Various unneces¬
sary articles, such as the separation
of church and state, the philosophical
reasons for the Revolutionary War and
Thomas Jefferson’s revolutionary writ¬
ing have been replaced.
I could not be more pleased. Thom¬
as Jefferson was not influential enough
as a writer to have actually inspired the
American Revolution. What did he even
do? Write the Declaration of Indepen¬
dence? Big deal. He just wrote the stupid
thing. I’m sure the more genuine Found¬
ing Fathers told him what to write.
Thank God that Thomas Jefferson
is no longer a Revolutionary. Or, as
the deist Jefferson would say, thank
the supreme force which resides in
the universe but doesn’t control our
affairs. Yeah, can you “believe” it? He
wasn’t even a proper Christian. How
could he really be a Founding Father™
if our nation is, as we all know, one
nation under God?
John Calvin, the founder of the Cal¬
vinist religion, has replaced Thomas Jef¬
ferson in the Revolutionary spotlight in
the new Texas curriculum. He may have
been bom a little while earlier (several
centuries), but it was absolutely due to
his radical ideas - that some people are
predestined for Heaven - that the United
States was formed.
It should be obvious that John Cal¬
vin is so important - just look at how
many people today still believe that, re¬
gardless of their actions, they are pre¬
destined for Heaven. Who doesn’t know
a few Calvinists? These new history
books will help emphasize Calvin’s role
by skipping over the boring and trivial
philosophical rationale for the founding
of the country, too.
Everyone knows the United States
was actually founded because Christians
needed a real country. Without Christi¬
anity, the Revolutionary War wouldn’t
have been possible. No Tea Party, no
Boston Massacre, no Bunker Hill. On
July 4th, 1776, after an anonymous au¬
thor penned the Declaration of Indepen¬

dence, God led us to victory. And who
did God really like? John Calvin. It must
be true, because John Calvin said that
it was.
This is a Christian nation, founded
for Christians and by Christians. That’s
why it’s for the best that the Texas Edu¬
cation Board has tweaked a few things.
They have made sure that the Founding
Fathers never uttered anything about the
separation of church and state. This was
easy, since what’s-his-face was the one
who caused all that trouble anyway.
The Constitution has also gotten
a much-needed facelift. Conservatives
have polished it up so it no longer pro¬
hibits the U.S. government from cham¬
pioning one religion over another. The
Constitution is old. It needed some up¬
dates, anyway. Would you still drive a
car if it was 221 years old?
The Cold War is also a lot more ex¬
citing in these new books. In this ver¬
sion, communists actually infiltrate our
highest levels of government! If you’re
like me, you always thought that this
boring war could have used some more
pulse-pounding action. Not only that,
the other boring sections about affirma¬
tive action and the civil rights movement
have been summarized a lot better, leav¬
ing the more redundant information out.
Kids don’t want policy stuff mud¬
dling up their history books; they
just want straight, truthful chronol¬
ogy. Who can give a better version of
events than the people who have been
in power all along? The Texas Board
of Education says a lot of things about
the civil rights movement are simply
too controversial to teach. Do we real¬
ly want our children to be confronted
with something unpleasant about our
society? Of course not.
Don’t worry if you think your chil¬
dren’s history books won’t be up-todate, just because they don’t have the
benefits of living in the Lone Star State.
Texas is one of the largest consumers of
textbooks, so a lot of publishers will be
publishing this new version of history by
default. That means that other states will
have the privilege of buying them, too!
Frankly, I couldn’t be more pleased
to know that my children will have the
privilege of reading history as it has
been approved by the Texas Board of
Education. I think we all know that Tex¬
as’ educational record speaks for itself.

Donation to Bates
Fund allows for a more
lasting Senior Gift
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Take Your Next Big Step
to Long Term Success
The Bryant MBA One-Year program is
specifically designed for those with little or
no professional experience. Graduates in all
areas - arts, sciences, business, engineering and
healthcare - will benefit from earning a Master
of Business Administration (MBA) early on.
By enrolling in the Bryant One-Year MBA
program you will:
• Gain valuable professional experience
through the Business Practicum.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE

Bryant MBA One-year Program:
Visit:

www.bryant.edn/MBAone

Call: (401)232-6230
E-mail: gradprog@bryant.edu

Bryant
UNIVERSITY

• Distinguish yourself in a competitive job
market.

Graduate School of Business

• Build the strategic business and practical
know-how necessary for success in any field.

1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu

ly than we could through donating the
campus another bench on Alumni Walk.
I know that some of you may still
feel unconvinced that a philanthropic
donation to an elite institution such
as Bates is appropriate when so much
genuine and dire poverty exists around
the world. While it is perhaps more ur¬
gent to give to those who need food
and water than to a privileged college
who needs more money to further a
mission of what some may term luxury,
it is nonetheless important to realize
that achieving social justice involves
giving on all levels. Countless Bates
alums have gone on to careers fight¬
ing for social justice and have been
able to do so successfully because of
the privilege they had of receiving a
Bates education. Consider your gift to
the Bates Fund just one more way of
working toward social justice.
Let us not also forget that Bates’
admissions policy is not need blind.
This means that one’s financial needs
may be taken into consideration when
the Admissions Office is making a de¬
cision regarding his or her acceptance.
Only by increased giving can we ensure
that each and every applicant will some
day be considered entirely on the basis
of merit rather than on his or her fam¬
ily’s financial situation. To that end, we
should also remember that the tuition
covered by our parents and/or financial
aid technically ran out two weeks ago.
The rest of our school year is being cov¬
ered by the Bates Fund. Again, which do
you think future Batesies will appreciate
us more for - another Bobcat statue, or
Short Term?
Lastly, I ask you to consider what
kind of reputation you hope Bates has

10 or 20 years from now. Our U.S.
News & World Report rank is already
a false indicator of the educational ex¬
perience the College provides. Our rank
sits where it is in large part because ol
our low alumni giving levels and conse¬
quent relatively low endowment. Only
when more Bates alums decide to give
to their alma' mater will our rank truly
reflect the quality of our college.
What if we were the first class to turn
this low giving trend around? What if we
set a precedent of spirited and generous
giving to the classes below us? Perhaps
we would move up in the rankings ovei
time. But more importantly, our dona¬
tions would help buffer financial aid and
other annual spendable resources which
the College is trying with all of its powet
to maintain.
It is understandable that some stu¬
dents may feel that their small gift will
not make a visible difference. This
year, the College Key, Bates’ honor¬
ary alumni association, has agreed to
match at generous' levels - gifts of just
$25 and up will be matched dollar fot
dollar. Even the smallest gifts can help
make a difference.
Of course, I cannot convince anyone
to give to the Senior Gift. This kind ol
philanthropy should come from a desire
in yourself to give back to an institution
that gave you an invaluable academic
experience. I do, however, hope that
those wary of giving because of the
Bates Fund mandate will be moved to
reconsider. As we enter into our final
weeks here, there is no better time to
log onto the Bates Community Web site
and give your gift. Let’s ensure we give
our college the best gift we can give be¬
fore we leave here, one that, rather than
simply decorate, will change our college
for the better.
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16 registered sex offenders reside
in walking distance of campus
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

According to the Maine Sex Offend¬
er Registry, 143 registered sex offenders
currently reside in the city of Lewiston.
Area offenders were convicted of charg¬
es including sexual battery, rape, of¬
fense against children and engagement
in non-consensual relationships, and
some reside within walking distance of
Bates’ campus.
The Registry publicly logs the pres¬
ence of convicted sex offenders in
Maine, allowing residents to take pre¬
cautions if their neighborhood contains
areas of heightened danger.
Certain crimes, like violations of
Maine age of statute provisions, are
considered less serious and land offend¬
ers only a 10 year listing in the registry.
Other violations, such as rape and sex¬
ual battery, are branded with a life-long
label, explained Detective Stone of the
Lewiston Police Department (LPD).
But classifying individuals as sex of¬
fenders generally occurs toward the end
of legal processing, he explained.
“[Offenders] still go to court. They
can be sentenced to jail time, fines, or
some' combination of both- and some
end up with probation” said Stone.
“They’re almost always required to at¬
tend sex offense counseling, you can’t
come off probation without some type
of therapy.”
After therapy, the majority of sex of¬
fenders tend not to engage in repeat of¬
fenses, he said. However, this does not

stop the LPD from taking certain safety
precautions.
“For high risk offenders, there are
community notifications. We put out fli¬
ers with photos of the convicted, and
what they were convicted for” he said.
The LPD is also diligent in keep¬
ing track of and enforcing registry laws,
which mandate that these high offend¬
ers give over their residence address
and other personal information. One
individual, who Stone will take to court
on Wednesday Mar. 24, faces a poten¬
tial charge of six registry law violations,
having failed to provide required infor¬
mation about his residence.
Assaults in which the victim was not
previously familiar with the assailant
and instances involving adult victims
are rare, but stranger rapes and assaults
on college-age individuals are nonethe¬
less a tangible danger.
“The biggest keys to safety we teach,
especially for college kids, is that you’re
far less likely to be victim if you’re with
someone else. If there’s two or more
people, the risk drops dramatically, par¬
ticularly if you’re out walking at night”
Stone said. “We haven’t had a lot of
rapes in town, but you want to keep
track of yourself, and your friends- for
example, the safety rides Bates Security
offers are an awesome way to stay safe.”
Bates Security agreed with Stone’s
statement that sex offenders tend to tar¬
get juveniles and individuals they knew
beforehand. As with the LPD, Security
remains actively vigilante in addressing
threats to the College community.

Professor Katalin Vecsey
translates personality into
voice for theater students
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Located in a dim Pettigrew corridor
is the office of Professor Katalin Vec¬
sey, Bates’ Vocal Director for Theatrical
Productions and expert on voice and
speech. Although many of her cowork¬
ers trumpet the integral role she plays
in student theatre productions at Bates,
Vecsey was hesitant to become the sub¬
ject of a feature. “I’m a very shy per¬
son, I always say that I shy away from
fame,” she explained as she sat down
with The Student.
Vecsey frequently emphasized
that while the focus of her work is of¬
ten overlooked, its subject matter is a
key element for many Bates students
looking forward to a successful future
after college. “We talk about char¬
acters, and we talk about how they
should sound, and what their person¬
ality is, because your voice represents
who you are” she said.
Before moving to the U.S. 15 years
ago to,be with her Maine-native hus¬
band, Vecsey received her formal train¬
ing in Hungary. She initially studied
under a renowned Hungarian voice
teacher, earning a degree in Voice Pa¬
thology and Therapy. Vecsey knew ear¬
ly on that she was interested in theatri¬
cal production.
“I was always involved with the¬
atre, and I pretty much knew that it
was what I wanted to do, and I spe¬
cialized in training actors and their
voices” she said.
Vecsey received further education
at a drama conservatory, where she
enrolled in classes to explore vocal
coaching.
In the theatre, Vecsey works with
directors and actors to ensure that the
voice of each character fits his or her
intended personality. Initially, she con¬
venes with the project director to dis¬
cuss the play’s vision and how it should
manifest on stage. Once attuned to this
concept, Vecsey observes the actors as

early as the audition process to advise
the director on what kind of personality
or character each voice might fit. And
to make these assertions, Vecsey melds
the director’s vision with a well-re¬
searched understanding of the culture,
history and mood behind a production,
and then calculates how the parameters
of voice such as pitch, tone, rate and di¬
alect will make a character believable.
“I immediately spot if somebody is
faking [their voice]- it’s not a natural voice,
they don’t sound like this, or they try to
act the voice up- your voice has to fit your
personality. That’s the key element when you
weak with somebody in theatre,” she said
In the midst of a production, Vec¬
sey spends much of her time working
individually with the actors to develop
this “character voice,” the style of ver¬
bal expression that gives clear tribute
to each character’s history, culture and
personality. Most recently, for the pro¬
duction, “You Can’t Take it With You,”
she worked frequently with two ac¬
tors portraying the Russian characters
Kolenkhov and the Grand Duchess
Olga Katrina, using linguistic training
to sharpen their accents and dialectiSee VECSEY, page 6
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Within grey area: 14
registered sex
offender residences,
occupied by 16 total
offenders

“When we at Bates College get a
[police] notification, we’ll examine it and
see what is was for, and where does this
person live- I’m focused on what’s close
to the college community, where the
students live” said Director of Security
Thomas Carey. “If we think it’s a threat,
or if the police give us any information
that would suggest that there would be
a threat to the College, we would put an
alert out immediately.”
The basis for safe conduct and the best
way to avoid becoming vulnerable to an as¬
sault is “the common sense we all practice
in our every day lives,” atgued Carey.

Knowing when to report a suspi¬
cious character or gently question an
outsider attempting to enter a building
can make the difference in throwing
a criminal off his or her game, he ex¬
plained.
Since Carey joined the Security team,
there have been no serious incidents of
sexual assault on campus. In part, this is
due to improved security measures like
the Access Control keycard system, rein¬
forced first floor windows in dormitory
buildings and the “call banks”, call buttons
installed in stone pillars around campus
that allow students to communicate with

Security from multiple outdoor locations.
“We all have a certain comfort zone,
when we get people that intrude in that
comfort zone, an antenna should go up”
Carey said, “that’s when you hit the but¬
ton, and you call Security.”
Detailed information regarding
registered sex offenders in Maine, in¬
cluding their head shots, addresses,
and sentences can be found at http://
sor.informe.org/sor/. Maps indicat¬
ing the residences, work places and
schools of registered sex offenders in
the U.S. are found at http://www.familywatchdog.us/.

Students rally for fairer healthcare

PETER SENZAMICI/COURTESY PHOTO

Last Thursday, March 18th, ten
Bates students traveled to Portland
with the New World Coalition to join
in on a demonstration against health
insurance provider Anthem of Maine.
Over 20G Mainers from across the
state rallied against the insurance gi¬
ant on the commons of the Cumber¬
land County Courthouse.
The demonstration was organized
by Service Employees International
Union, Maine Change That Works
and the Maine People’s Alliance and
featured speeches by a number of
Maine residents and statehouse offi¬
cials. Former CIGNA Health Insurance

Vice President Wendell Potter, who
has since left the company, concluded
the speeches with what New World
Coalition member Dan Engelbeig TO
termed a “fierce” condemnation of the
health insurance industry.
Engeiberg explained that Anthem,
which essentially has a monopoly on
health insurance in the state, demand¬
ed an 18 percent rate for guaranteed
profits of 3 percent, a demand reject¬
ed by the Maine Bureau of Insurance,
which allowed an 11 percent increase
instead. Anthem has subsequently
sued the State of Maine for the in¬
crease and requested an additional 23

percent increase this year.
Following the speeches, protest¬
ers marched around the courthouse.
“Though voices were tentative at
first, by the end the entire contingent
screamed slogans such as 'people
over profits,’” Engeiberg noted.
According to fellow New World
Coalition member Peter Senzamici TO,
the evening concluded with a free tra¬
ditional Maine bean dinner at the Port
City Music Hall, which several Batesies stayed around to attend.
REGINA
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McKay says Canadian split is imminent,
logical move for frustrated Quebec

MERRILL ROAD SELF STORAGE
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ay said. His main point regarded the
historical importance of the French
language to the French people.
Quebec, according to McKay, should
conduct all its business in French,
and immigrants to the province
should be required to learn French
rather than English.
He also cited economic rea¬
sons for secession. “In Canada,
the province that makes the most
exports to Europe is Quebec by
far.” The Quebecois economy, he
said, is damaged by the heavy

import taxes placed by European
countries on goods from nations
that, like Canada, do not meet
certain levels of environmental
protection. Furthermore, he stat¬
ed, the Canadian tax system has
left Quebec “paying for things we
don’t need...or don’t want.”
He continued to state his goals
for Quebec as a sovereign nation.
“Quebec will be a voice in the inter¬
national forum...a state that shows
that the economy does not need to
be an enemy to the environment
or to social justice.” He said that
Quebec would be a state separat¬

ed entirely from religion. “We will
not separate ourselves on the basis
of beliefs that can’t be proven, but
will unite to face the challenges at
hand,” he said.
In a question and answer pe¬
riod, McKay faced challenges from
audience members who cited the
various problems that secession
would cause to Quebec and Cana¬
da and who questioned the likeli¬
hood of a split. McKay held fast to
his argument, claiming that Quebec
would be a viable economic entity,
and that its independence is both
imminent and inevitable.
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Thursday, March 25

Friday, March 26
Lewiston Housing Hillview
Art Exhibit

Sunday, March 28

Monday, March 29
Sophomore Pizza Party

Vecsey helps students find voice
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

cal style. She also has her actors fill out
a question sheet that requires research
and thought on the director’s vision for
their characters.
Sometimes, Vecsey’s work involves
assessing the health risks associated with
voice use, like vocal damage or fatigue.
During one production, she noticed an ir¬
regularity in one of her actor’s voices that
on further inspection turned out to be a cyst
on her vocal chords. “I need to be able to
diagnose certain voice problems that would
actually affect your health” Vecsey said.
Vecsey’s students remarked that the
quality of her techniques, dedication
and vivid honesty is unparalleled.
“Her warm-ups are probably her
most recognized tradition: before every
show, the whole cast plus Kati meets in
the Black Box Theater and spends half
an hour doing vocal warm-ups, talking
about what everyone needs to work on,
and doing exercises to narrow our focus
down from the craziness of our school
lives, the stress of the dressing rooms,”
said Marielle Vigneau-Britt TO, who has
worked on six productions with Vecsey.
“Warm-ups with Kati have become a
critical part of my performance process
at Bates. I can’t imagine going on stage
without them.”

“Beyond the vocal work, I have never met
a professor more dedicated to the students
than Kati. She woiks seamlessly back and
forth between departmental and student-run
shows. She goes beyond what is expected of
her to meet the needs erf every individual and
will accommodate absolutely anyone at any
time into her schedule. I actually don’t think
she ever goes home” she said.
But Vecsey’s work also includes a more
practical dimension.
“1 sit through rehearsals, I take
notes, I go to production meetings.
I sit in different places in the theatre
and make sure you can hear every¬
where- and there’s a huge connection
between visuals and vocals, if you can’t
see people you can’t hear them, if the
light is darker you can’t hear them” she
said. Vecsey manages the technicalities
of production at all levels, from lighting
and spatial coordination to the volume
of background music, to the amount of
carpeting needed to muffle the intermit¬
tent shuffling of the audience.
Vecsey argued that it’s easy to over¬
look all of this preparation when things
go smoothly. “Being a vocal director is
a very complex profession with many
people working together, and it’s mostly
overseen because nobody thinks about
that, it's not visible- because I have done
my job well” she explained. “Most of the
time when you notice a voice on stage,

it’s because something was wrong.”
Even regardless of the Theatre, stu¬
dents should pay more attention to voice
and speech, argued Vecsey. Her vocal
coaching has numerous applications be¬
yond college drama: Vecsey trains law¬
yers, T.V. anchors, and even transsexuals
to speak in a way that reflects their de¬
sired identity. And in Vecsey’s view, for
anyone looking forward to employment,
clearly demonstrating one’s character
through an expressive vocal style could
be an important element.
“People don’t think about voice, they
take it for granted.. .but it becomes a big
deal if you become a voice professional- if
you use your voice to make a living” she
said. “I mean your voice is who you are,
it has to fit. You cannot fake your voice. I
judge people immediately, as soon as they
speak you know just like you do when
you look at someone and put them into a
category. It’s the same thing with a voice,
it’s very important how people sound.
Your voice is your second face.”
Vecsey teaches courses at multiple
levels on voice and speech in the The¬
ater Department. She is currently guid¬
ing student actors through indepen¬
dent studies, which will culminate in
performances to take place on Apr. 1st,
Apr. 3rd and Apr. 4th. She is also the
Faculty Advisor to The Strange Bedfel¬
lows and The Robinson Players.

Auschwitz
survivor speaks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

they got home,” she said. “They were so
destroyed by that medicine.”
Deprived of food and water, the
prisoners grew weaker, many weighing
between 58 and 60 pounds. “We were
all dying, but the guards would make
us stand for three hours at a time. Some
people fell and they would be thrown
into trucks, even if they were still alive.”
Ban recalls fainting during one of
the three-hour periods of standing.
“How come I wasn’t put on the truck?”
she asks. “In this horrible place, I had
some treasures- I had friends.” Three
girls managed to support Ban for the
remaining standing time.
Not until Ban was recruited by
Nazi soldiers for the war effort with
roughly one thousand other Hun¬
garian girls, did she learn what had
happened to her family members. A
female guard, in response to Ban’s in¬
quiry about her family, pointed to the
smoky sky. “Do you see that great big
cloud on the sky?” said the guard. “Do
you smell that special, horrible smell?
Those are your relatives.”

After creating bombs at a camp in
Allendorf, Germany, Ban, along with
eleven other girls, managed to escape
as the German guards marched them
away from invading U.S. troops.
Ban recalls encountering an Ameri¬
can soldier while hiding in the forest.
“He told us, ‘you are all free. This part
of Germany has surrendered.’”
Despite her tragedy, Baris personal
humor is still reflected in her story. “We
were twelve little ugly prisoners with no
hair and in old uniforms, but we were
young girls. He was a good-looking
American soldier, so we hugged him and
kissed him. He said, ‘don’t suffocate me!”’
At the end of the war, Ban discov¬
ered her father had survived. “We both
grieved the loss of our loved ones,” she
said. “But we realized that they would
not want to see us grieving. We said,
‘let’s get back to life.’”
Ban fulfilled this objective by at¬
tending college, earning a teaching
degree and sharing her story with new
generations.
“Living is much better than grieving,
but the pain is still with us,” she said.
“One word, one smell, can bring back
everything.”
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A world trip for tastebuds
KELLY COX
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

The annual international dinner,
held Saturday, March 20th in the
Clifton Daggett Gray Athletic Gym¬
nasium, is a highlight of the inter¬
national club's calendar, promoting
cross-cultural awareness through
the senses. The banquet features an
assortment of dishes from cuisines
around the world, providing a taste
of the variety of cultures that com¬
prise the Bates community.
Tickets priced at 10 dollars were
limited, but some students were

lucky to get in at the door as more
space became available. The event
ran smoothly because attendees
were separated into two groups,
allowing one to hit the buffets be¬
fore the other, a strategic move to
prevent long lines. Before the feast¬
ing began, diners walked around
to catch a glimpse of the offerings.
“Does this have nuts?” “Is it painfully
spicy?” “Another scoop!” Every reac¬
tion to the impressive spread was
different.
Associate Dean of Students James
Reese, adorned in a gray sherwani,
greeted the crowd and encouraged

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Students dressed in traditional costume serve food at this year's International Club
Dinner. The original date for the event had to be postponed because of the Snoop
Dogg concert.

Jason Levasseur brings
the same old same old
BRIAN ST. THOMAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Thursday night, March 18th,
the Village Club Series continued
the seemingly annual tradition of
hosting singer-songwriter Jason
Levasseur in the Benjamin Mays
Center. Levasseur’s first song was
an improvised introduction for
Assistant Dean of Students Keith
Tannenbaum, who then formally
introduced Levasseur to his audi¬
ence of loyal followers, consist¬
ing of Bates and Parkview El¬
ementary students. The cleverly
delivered opening set the tone
for a show that was just as much
about the crowd as it was about
the performer.
Levasseur let the audience
choose the songs he would play.
This immediately created a sense of
immersion unique to the VCS expe¬
rience and ensured that Levasseur
played favorites such as “Driver is
the D.J.,” “Fiddle,” and “Steps of St.
Patrick’s,” which was somehow re¬
mixed with “Cleaning out my Closet”
by Eminem, “I’m Sorry Ms. Jackson”
by Outkast, “Poker Face” by Lady
Gaga, and “No Scrubs” by TLC. He
also played a song he is hoping to
release on his next album about a
love interest named Jane, (even
though his wife is named Laura),
as well as a song from his new al¬
bum “One Good Cow,” named for a
program that sent cows to farmers
whose livestock died during extreme
blizzards. The crowd participated in

the show numerous times, and even
assisted Levasseur in writing a song
about grave robbers from space.
One drawback to letting au¬
dience members pick songs was
that the progression of the set
was somewhat disjointed and
schizophrenic, which is less than
thrilling as a listener unfamiliar
with the Levasseur classics, and is
expecting a professionally-deliv¬
ered, professionally-crafted expe¬
rience. Hence, it was unexpected
when Levasseur’s set flowed from
song to song, a feat not nearly
as impressive considering every
song consisted of him running his
hands over the strings with the
same tempo and rhythm while his
mouth hung open in front of the
microphone like he was at a den¬
tist appointment. Maybe the award
winning singer-songwriter isn’t any
good, or maybe he knows that he
has Bates wrapped around his fin¬
ger and that he doesn’t need to im¬
press anyone to be invited back.
Between slopping monotonous¬
ly through “Eagle” and “Captain,”
Levasseur
temporarily
inducted
Tim Ohashi ’ll into his band “Life
in General” for a photo with their
trademark logo. Throughout the
show, he made several comedic ob¬
servations about members of the
audience that served as a breath of
fresh air from his music, making the
overall experience tolerable.
On Thursday, VCS hosts Vicky
Martinez at 9 p m. in the Benjamin
Mays Center.

BRIGID DUNN/THE BATES STUDENT

Jason Levasseur performs at VCS in the Benjamin Mays Center.

everyone to follow the meal with
Sabado Gigante, a performance cel¬
ebrating Latina culture hosted by La¬
tinos Unidos. Reese explained that
the two events were scheduled on
the same night after the Snoop Dogg
concert pushed back the dinner’s
original date.
The spread was both diverse
and delicious. Representing Thai¬
land, pad thai with satay was one
of the first dishes to be finished.
Chicken karage representing Japan
and spring rolls representing Viet¬
nam were also crowd favorites. Also
served, Venezuelan pan de jumon, a
recipe usually prepared for Christ¬
mas, creates a savory sandwich of
ham, raisins, olives and is topped
with a glazed egg. Far Breton, a
French flan dessert added to the
smorgasbord of offerings.
Pounds of white rice were con¬
sumed along with chicken ginger
biryani, a recipe from Pakistan, and
Malaysian chicken curry from Singa¬
pore. My favorite was the plantains
fried in oil to perfection, represent¬
ing the cuisine of Nigeria.
The Swedish toast skagen, sau¬
teed bread topped with shrimp
among other ingredients, looked el¬
egant and complimented the equally
enjoyable scallion pancakes from a
Chinese recipe. Turkey and India
were represented in one dish, a col¬
laboration resulting in a tasty pasta
and turkey dish that prepared in an
Indian style. Residence Life and Stu¬
dent Activities Assistant Sara NoyeS
prepared Armenian pizzas with both
vegetables and lamb, representing a

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

The 28th International Dinner featured foods from around the world prepared by
students.

few of the many appetizers offered.
Jing Qin ’10 expressed her cu¬
linary expertise with a dish of Chi¬
nese pond snails sauteed with Chi¬
nese bamboo, chives, crab chips
dipped in caviar and a tangy sauce,
which was a special ingredient that
the cook would not divulge. With
the assistance of Ryan Langendorf
TO and Kyle Hagenbuch TO, Qin
created the entree in conjunction
with her biology senior thesis on
snails. She had to make a trip to
Chinatown in Boston to collect
most of her ingredients, but her
proud smile while serving the dish
confirmed that the preparations
were well worth it.
The dinner was a great success,

satisfying hunger and intellectual
cravings for food from around the
world. Proceeds from the dinner
are usually donated to charity, but
because of limited funds, the ticket
sales were spent to cover the cost of
the food since the club regarded the
tradition of the dinner as to valuable
to break.
Students, faculty, staff, alumni
and parents enjoyed the dinner’s
wide array of cultural cuisines and
the traditional dress of club mem¬
bers and visiting feasters.
“It’s awesome,” Jacob Kaplove
T2 said of his experience. “It’s re¬
ally cool to see people willing to
learn about other cultures and try
something new.”

Latinos Unidos present
second “Sabado Gigante”
his love for the young lady. He won
an moves to the sound of the darbuka
back the daughter after an epic fight
drum played by Mert Karakucs ’ll.
against the date her mother had se¬
The College Step Team gave a
lected. In the final scene, all of the
cheerful display of their skills as they
Last Saturday evening, March
guests celebrated the event by danc¬
acted out a parody of an audition
20th's mood was international and
ing to “La Macarena.”
where stereotypical characters dem¬
the atmosphere caliente in Chase Hall
Thanks to English narration, the
onstrated their talents.
Lounge. Latinos Unidos, the Latin,
non-Spanish speakers in the audience
Three instrumental pieces were
American organization on campus,
could understand the story, which
played on Saturday. The first two were
presented the second annual “Sabado
was told in Spanish. Spanish and
interpreted by guitar players Samuel
Gigante,” talent show, followed by the
non-Spanish speaker alike cheered Tomsing Martinez T2 and Ian Dulin
Noche Tropical Dance for lovers of
and laughed, seeming to enjoy this
T2. Both musicians, assisted by vio¬
Latino music held in the Little Room.
humorous novela.
linist Sawyer Lawson T2, enlivened
Latinos Unidos represents stu¬
Latin America is diverse in its cul¬
the audience with a vivid interpreta¬
dents from over 20 countries on cam¬
tures but also in its languages. For the
tion of “Tamacun” and “Viking Man”
pus. They presented a variety
by the band Rodrigo y Gabriof traditional acts, including
ela. The other instrumental
a “novela,” a melodramatic
piece was a song performed
soap opera genre originally
by Sarah Davis TO and Lawproduced in Brazil, Cuba and
son. Davis carried with her a
Mexico but very popular in
.charango, a tiny guitar rfom
all Latin American countries.
Bolivia.
Some students were already
The temperatures were
introduced to this genre last
already high that day, but
Short Term. Performers fol¬
the house became even hot¬
lowed the “telenovela” tradi¬
ter when a group of eight
tion and appeared on stage
dancers performed “Punta,”
only during short scenes
a traditional dance from the
throughout the show.
Garinagu, a Central Ameri¬
This year’s episode, “La
can ethnic group. The audi¬
Quinceanera,” followed last
ence went wild when they
year's episode and was once
viewed the dance's intense
again written by Teaching As¬
hip sways.
sistant Saybel Nunez-Crespo.
Students were intro¬
La Quinceanera is a tradi¬
duced to various styles of
tional ceremony that may be
Latin dance. A group of fe¬
compared to a sweet sixteen
male students in traditional
in Northern America. At age
outfits danced to the song “A
15 in Hispanic countries, girls
pedir su mano,” an energetic
come of age during a cer¬
merengue dance. Merengue
emony held by their families.
was also a component of
Through rituals and symbols,
the dance medley choreo¬
they leave their childhood
graphed for the three cou¬
behind and become women.
ples who performed to “El
This ceremony is also the first
DEBORAH MACK/THE BATES STUDENT
Perdedor,” “Cumbia Calien¬
occasion in which they are
Latinos Unidos represents students from over 20 Latin
te” and “Oye Mami.” Nunezallowed to have a date.
American countries. Above, Segundo Guerrero '12
Crespo, co-organizer of the
In the episode's five
performs in the “Sabado Gigante" talent show, which
event, represented Venezu¬
scenes, the audience fol¬
included a novela, or soap opera.
ela with five other dancers.
lowed the story of a wealthy
They showed a very color¬
authoritarian mother orga¬
ful and optimistic image of
nizing a “Quinceanera” for
second act of the show, Brendan Ju¬
Latin America. Junior Ramirez T2 and
her young daughter. The mother also
lian TO introduced his piece in Por¬
Eugenia Gomez T2 impressed the
chose the “perfect” date: a rich and
tuguese. He and Megan Guynes ’ll
audience with a tango piece, a style
handsome young man, who was un¬
gave a taste of Capoeira, an Afro-Braborn near the end of the 19th century
fortunately not exactly to the young
zilian art form that combines elements
in Buenos Aires.
lady’s liking. She preferred a poor
Latinos Unidos asked audience
of martial arts, music and dance.
but kind ice cream vendor. However,
members to be fully involved dur¬
The diversity was also present
after disputes and bribing, the ven¬
ing the show. At the end of the first
throughout the night with some fu¬
dor disappeared and the ceremony
act, the emcee asked three voluntary
sion pieces, including the song “Vivo
took place as it was first planned by
couples to come on stage for a dance
por ella, ” which was interpreted in its
the mother. Clothed in fancy dresses
competition. The audience had to
original Italian version and in Span¬
and suits, the six couples performed
choose between “se queda” (stay) or
ish. A group of five female students
a waltz before the vendor inter¬
“fuera” (leave) to decide which pair
danced to Shakira’s “Whenever, Wher¬
rupted the ceremony and declared
ever.” Their piece also included Indi¬ was the best.
MARION FLEURANCE
STAFF WRITER
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Bobcat*
Petrillo's offers pizza any way you want it
SIMONE RATHE
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Nothing could complement a
fruitful Friday afternoon hitting the
outlets in Freeport better than a
good meal.
Freeport is usually a
place of consistency. We all know
which stores are there, and for the
most part, the same people frequent
the same shops on each shopping
sojourn. And so, it was with sur¬
prise that my friends and I delighted
in dinner at a restaurant in Freeport
that none of us had ever heard of
before.
Tucked somewhat off the beaten
path, behind the L.L. Bean Factory
Store, Petrillo’s Italian Cafe on De¬
pot Street serves pizzas, pastas, paninis, salads and homemade soups

for lunch and dinner seven days a
week. Their Web site boasts that
their pizza was voted “Freeport’s
best.” At 5:30 on a Friday evening,
the compact dining area was not
crowded, allowing for a quiet and
cozy dining experience. The dining
room extends to a closed-in front
porch for those diners looking for a
bit more natural light. Petrillo’s also
offers a full bar and happy hour ev¬
ery day from 4 to 8 p.m.
Our only problem was deciding
what to order; everything sounded
good.
We agreed upon spinach
and artichoke dip for an appetizer.
Served with toasted mini slices of
bread, the dip was warm and oozy
with just enough oil to make it a bit
runny.
The menu offers predesigned

WILL GIBNEY

Last Thursday, March 18th’s
concert at the Ronj featured Aaron
Lee ’05 playing the ukulele, ac¬
companied by Jeff Marion ’04 on
the keys, and Paul Mattor on the
upright bass. Lee recently released
an album entitled “The Ukulele
Project,” which was inspired by his
own song-writing challenge to use
the same word in every song. The
album is only 37 minutes, but all 14
songs include the word “ukulele.”
According to the biography
found on his Web site, Lee picked
up a ukulele in his parents' base¬
ment and was struck by how por¬
table and easy it was to play. He
began to write songs, unknowingly
for his album, about three years
ago. He recorded the whole album
over the course of two days, and
after a long process of mixing and
editing, the product was complete
and ready to be sold.
The Ronj was full, drawn in by
the allure and promise of a uku¬
lele-themed evening. Lee opened
with the Fats Waller tune “You
Can’t Have Your Cake and Eat It.”
The combination of amusing lyrics
and down home bluesy feel pro¬
vided the perfect way to start off.
He then played a few songs from
his album. Lee was able to manip¬
ulate the word ukulele into love
songs, songs about life on the road
and songs that provided some en¬
tertaining lyrics. Lee also covered
Amos Lee’s “Sweet Pea,” but he
added his own twist to it by having
a keys solo. Marion used the sweet
and pure sound of the jazz organ
to bring his solo to life, and he

threw in ample killer blues riffs as
well. Mattor laid down some funky
bass lines during what Lee called
“the only funk song of the night.”
The musicians complemented each
other perfectly, each member add¬
ing their own sound and style to
the set.
Lee’s genre of music is diffi¬
cult to pinpoint, since it is a com¬
bination of blues, bluegrass and
folk, but Lee has a self-proclaimed
genre: original ukulele. Original
ukulele is a good way of classi¬
fying his style of playing. Each
song is perfectly adapted for the
instrument, and more importantly,
it sounds like each song belongs
on it. While Lee’s voice is far from
Frank Sinatra’s, he does have the
perfect voice for his “original uku¬
lele” music. His voice is low and
has a gritty-blues feel to it, which
strikes a nice balance with the high
pitches of the ukulele.
Lee was also very aware that
crowd participation adds to his
music. On several instances, Lee
convinced the audience to sing dif¬
ferent parts while the band kept
playing. During his “funk ukulele”
song, he asked the audience for
a percussionist. Someone ran up
on stage and was presented with
the opportunity to play egg shak¬
ers or a wooden frog. By main¬
taining the audience participation,
Lee kept the atmosphere light and
loose, which is what his playing
is designed to do. The audience
enthusiastically received the per¬
formance and gave him a rousing
ovation. His main reason for play¬
ing the ukulele? “It makes people
smile,” said Lee, which is exactly
what it did.

Take a break from studying to come in for a
relaxing massage ranging from 30 to 90 mihi

‘Waxing
‘Facials
‘Manicures/Pedicures

The Pop Shoppe
413 Main Street, Lewiston 777 - SHOP
Tuesday - Sunday 7am-2pm (Breakfast only Sat & Sun)

Special Reservations
Parties of 20 or more -Select any type of food
~ Have the pface to yourself

Giant Omelettes

Lunches
Everything
is homemade!

Nutella-Banana Crepes

Buffalo Chicken Fingers
Chicken Pot Pie
Turkey Club

Off-premise catering available any time.
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March 18th.

Poet and editor offers advice
for creative writing students
ments built into relationships.
Many of her poems were assem¬
bled in interesting ways. Some po¬
ems, which the poet called “mines,”
contained a string of words in a
long line across the page with the
next line containing a single centerjustified word. This gave the poem
a pinecone shape, and one student
noted that the poems looked like
ribcages.
Collen also shared some “3:15
poems,” which are poems conceived
of and composed at 3:15 a.m. The
poems might appear manic and ex¬
hausted at 3:15 a.m., but they often
turn out much better upon a second
reading.
Collen then took questions from
students and discussed her poems,
the state of publishing and editing
and more pragmatic details for stu¬

CHARLES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Poet and editor Collie Collen
joined several students last Friday
afternoon, March 19th, at the Ronj
for an informal reading and roundta¬
ble organized by Lecturer of English
Robert Strong and the Verse House.
Collen is the associate editor at
Fence Magazine, a bi-annual literary
journal that publishes many new or
rising authors and covers the young¬
er literary scene.
Collen shared an early poem and
then some more recent ones, as stu¬
dents sat on couches and wingback
chairs in the Ronj’s central living
room. Collen’s poems most often
dealt with recognizable facets of hu¬
man interaction, especially the ne¬
gotiations, compromises and agree¬

folk tune.
Haydn’s composition was made
possible by the death of his patron
Prince Nikolaus Esterhazy, notes
Miura. No longer obligated to com¬
pose for the Prince, Haydn accepted
an offer to travel to London, where
he composed six symphonies be¬
tween 1791 and 1792 and another
six during his second extended stay
in London from 1794 to 1795. Miura
quotes the first reviewer of “Sym¬
phony No. 104,” who acclaimed the
piece for ‘“fullness, richness and
majesty in all its parts.’” He predict¬
ed it would ‘“surpass all [Haydn’s]
other compositions.’”
The choice to play Haydn’s last
symphony and Prokofiev’s first cre¬
ated a certain dialogue between
the two symphonies, reflecting a
dialogue that Prokofiev had perhaps
wished he had had with Haydn.
While pondering his next compo¬
sition, Prokofiev reportedly asked
himself, “If Haydn were alive at the
time of this new composition, how
would he blend his own musical
style with newer elements of later
music?”
Prokofiev’s “Classical” begins
with strings as do many of Haydn’s

SIMONE RATHE

Located on the comer of Main St. & Frye St. (207) 689-2166
-Walking distance from Bates! www.cloud9ds.com

Breakfasts

MEG CURRAN/COURTESY PHOTO

Students and community members alike wait in long lines for ice cream at Dairy Joy's official season opening last Thursday,

MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Receive 10% off when you show your Bates Id,
or $5.00 off for new clients with this ad.

Homemade Cornbeef Hash

cumbed to our taste buds’ curiosity
and each loaded up our forks with
delicious bites of dough and pine¬
apple covered in cheese.
As for my goat cheese and sau¬
sage pizza, my only complaint was
that the sausage didn’t seem to
have much kick. Perhaps, there
was not enough on the pizza or
perhaps the goat cheese overpow¬
ered the taste. After reaching over
for a piece of sausage from my
friend’s penne vodka, I concluded
that Petrillo’s hot sausage is tasty,
although perhaps not as hot as
some would prefer.
Our waitress was friendly and
prompt, keeping our glasses full and
packaging up our leftovers. The
prices were reasonable for an infor¬
mal sit-down dinner.

dents interested in creative writing
after gradutation.
Collen graduated from St. Law¬
rence University in 2006, and almost
immediately began work with Fence.
Her experience is a testament to
confidence; she e-mailed the Editor
of Fence, poet and author Rebecca
Wolff, and offered herself up for free
labor. Now, Collen receives a salary
from the University of Albany, with
which the magazine is affiliated. She
also helps run community gardens.
Collen is in no rush to get her
MFA, she said. She also said she be¬
lieved poetry and literary fiction to
be a fairly niche market, and thus,
somewhat immune to the economy’s
dips and whirls. Still, she said, pro¬
fessional creative writing is a tough
career choice, demanding truly per¬
sistent work and attention.

College Orchestra juxtaposes
Haydn and Prokofiev

Procrastinate a little...or a

Also available:
‘Hair cut/color

topping off salads convinced me to
order the pizza.
The sight of the enormous bowl
of steaming penne vodka that my
friend ordered assured me that I
would have been happy with that
selection as well. The bowl resem¬
bled a baker’s mixing bowl, and it
was at least half full with penne.
One friend chose the margherita
pizza with garlic. With just the right
combination of garlic and other top¬
pings, she did not feel that the gar¬
lic was overwhelming nor did her
breath smell horrible, she said.
Another friend went with one of
her old favorites: Haiwaiian pizza.
Although it’s served in Commons,
several of us had never tried it be¬
fore, but when we saw how good it
looked on our friend’s plate, we suc¬

Spring is here: Dairy Joy opens for season

Aaron Lee ’05
delights crowd
at the Ronj with
ukele music
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

pizzas as well as the possibility to
create your own large or small pie
by choosing from a large selection
of toppings and special sauces.
The penne vodka perked my in¬
terest, but after perusing the menu
some more, something else struck
my fancy. After having been intro¬
duced to goat cheese, or chevre as it
is properly called on Petrillo’s menu,
while studying abroad in France, I
eat it whenever I have the opportu¬
nity. Basking in nostalgia for some
real fromage, I now had to decide
whether to order the goat cheese
salad or pizza topped with goat
cheese.
My friend’s mantra that the week¬
ends are exempt from any pressure
to eat healthily and my curiosity to
discover uses of goat cheese beyond

w

After a week of warm weather,
it seemed appropriate to celebrate
the first official day of spring, Sat¬
urday, March 20th, with a little
classical music to complement the
natural acoustics of chirping birds
and quacking ducks floating over
the puddle. Under the direction of
Hiroya Miura, the College Orches¬
tra presented Franz Joseph Haydn’s
Symphony Number 104 in D major,
“London,” and Sergey Prokofiev’s
Symphony Number One in D Major,
Opus 25, “Classical,” to an audience
of community members and students
in the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall.
The Orchestra played “London”
and “Classical” without intermis¬
sion, each movement flowing into
the next flawlessly. The first move¬
ment of “London,” entitled “AdagioAllegro,” resembles a “fanfare-like
theme” and Baroque-style overture,
according to Miura’s conductor’s
notes. Beethoven was influenced by
Haydn’s minimal use of pitch in this
piece. The last movement, “Finale
Spiritoso,” incorporates a Croatian

I

symphonies, Miura writes. As the
opening movement, “Allegro Viva¬
ce,” progresses, rapid key changes
signal Prokofiev's departure from
Haydn’s more traditional style, the
conductor explains.
However, in
the following two movements, “Larghetto” and “Gavotte,” Prokofiev in¬
vokes the Baroque style.
Prokofiev conducted the first
performance of his symphony
in Petrograd in April and its first
American performance at Carnegie
Hall in December 1918, notes Mi¬
ura. Until the publication of his
diaries in 2002, Prokofiev’s life be¬
tween these two seminal perfor¬
mances, most of which was spent
in Japan, remained a mystery. It is
now known that he socialized with
Japanese and European aristocrats
and geishas. Reference to “Classi¬
cal” is absent from his diaries, but
Miura sees Prokofiev’s time in Ja¬
pan as “demonstrative of his eclec¬
tic and cosmopolitan tastes, just
like the musical traits of this ‘Clas¬
sical Symphony.’”
Musicians from Bates and from
the Lewiston-Auburn community, in¬
cluding one as young as 13, played
in the concert.
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Making people
happy since
2008: She &
Him release
“Volume Two”
BRIDGET BREWER
STAFF WRITER

Some people write music to
make other people happy. Not
Hallmark card happy, where
“you” always ends up rhyming
with “blue.” I mean hug-fromyour-best-friend happy; dancing
in the rain happy; top-marks-onyour-thesis happy. And that is
exactly what She & Him’s new al¬
bum, “Volume Two,” sounds like:
a big hug from your best friend.
She & Him is a two-person
band consisting of M. Ward of
Portland, Oregon, and actress/
singer Zooey Deschanel of Los
Angeles.
Ward first discovered
Deschanel when he saw her in
the 2003 film “Elf” with Will Fer¬
rell. One scene depicts Descha¬
nel singing “Baby, It’s Cold Out¬
side” in the shower and Ward was
hooked by her breathy, old time
vocals. Their first album, “Volume
One,” debuted in 2008 to a smit¬
ten audience of critics and fans
alike. The BBC said their music
evoked “yesteryear pop ambi¬
ence,” which is reflected in the
inspirations they cite, including
Johnny Cash, Cole Porter, Carole
King, Bobbie Gentry, Skeeter Da¬
vis, Sam Cooke and Roy Orbison,
to name a few. She & Him are
known for bittersweet, dreamy
and romantic music created for
an eternal spring. As they say
on their Web site, “the rain may
be coming down, but somewhere
nearby, everything looks bright.”
Their new album “Volume
Two,” is a continuation of these
sentiments.
As with “Volume
One,” the two singers present a
few covers. “Gonna Get Along
Without You Now,” originally by
Skeeter Davis in 1963, is a perfect
renewal of the happy/sad con¬
trast present in all of their mu¬
sic and their remake of NRBQ’s

“Ridin’ In My Car” is nothing less
than dreamy. The albums certain¬
ly echo each other thematically
and musically, but “Volume Two”
also displays a deeper level of
consideration. The backing vo¬
cals are much more complex, the
string accompaniments are more
pronounced, and the production
in general is far more elaborate.
Rather than detract from the mod¬
est sincerity of their music, this
evolution successfully sets “Vol¬
ume Two” apart from “Volume
One,” keeping their new mu¬
sic distinctive from the old and,
therefore propelling She & Him
forward.
I’ll be completely honest with
you: this is one of my favorite
bands. Not because their lyrics
are sweet in a way most songs
can’t get at, or because their
melodies are so addictive, or
even because Ward and Descha¬
nel are just so freaking adorable.
I love She & Him because they
write music to make other people
happy. Not many bands are that
selfless and sunny in their inten¬
tions, and if there’s one thing in
this world we need more of, it’s
people like them.

She & Him: Volume Two

You know him when you see him:
Benjamin Gorbach '10 earns Best Dressed
NICOLETTE WHITNEY
STAFF WRITER

Benjamin Gorbach ’10 is known
around campus as “Inspector Gad¬
get” for his sleek look. Students may
often spot him out of a crowd and
be reminded of the cartoon we once
watched as children. The Inspector
could always solve a good mystery
and his outfit only legitimized his
professional attributes.
“I definitely liked the show
growing up,” he remarked. “I just
never thought Inspector Gadget was
particularly well dressed!”
Originally from Connecticut, Gor¬
bach is a biology major graduating
this spring. As a child, he stopped
wearing jeans after elementary school
and took an interest in anything made
of corduroy. Wearing only corduroy
was a personal decision. “I started get¬
ting into clothes in middle school, but
was still reserved...I realized I could
do whatever I wanted [with style] after
middle school and not get beaten up!”
he said.
Over the years, Gorbach has be¬
come more detail oriented. “I really
like layers,” he said. “I like vests
with lapels or other added detail
that give the clothing pieces more
depth.” Some of his favorite fashion
icons include Douglas Fairbanks,
Fred Astaire, Cary Grant, Dick Van
Dyke and the Duke of Windsor.
When considering the possibilities
of personal style, Gorbach declared,
“It’s a reflection of how people
choose to adorn their bodies.” Style
has individuality to it, and having
a personal style is like “raising an
individual flag that is an expression
of difference.” In other words, selfexpression should be an attribute to
anyone’s style.
Gorbach spends about 15 min¬
utes getting dressed in the morning.
Most of the time, he wakes up and
thinks about what he has worn re¬
cently to ensure that he wears dif¬
ferent items, and he thoughtfully
considers the weather and what his
class schedule entails. If he has to
give a presentation, he may search
for a top-notch outfit. “I love the suit
jacket. I think it’s a key piece mostly
because it’s got a lot of details,” he
explained. There are many different
kinds of suit jackets, but the trick
of the trade for Gorbach is that suit
jackets have a lot of structure, so
they always look sharp. “I’m always
about lapels,” he added.
A distinguishing feature of In¬
spector Gadget's style is his top hat;
an attribute which Gorbach and the
Inspector have in common. “I’m re¬

ally into fur felt fedoras. Overall, I
have around 10 hats.” He has about
five fedoras and the rest are assorted
hats and caps. As he ages, Gorbach
predicts that his clothing prefer¬
ences and style choices will be fairly
consistent. “I really like dressing the
way I do, and I really want to do it
for as long I can,” he said. Gorbach
sees himself at a job where he can
wear what he wants to wear.
Refelcting on his opinion of style
at Bates, Gorbach said, “I see some
things that I really like, but I think a
lot of people are really lazy. It’s okay,
but when someone doesn’t care about
what they wear, they think they some¬
how transcend fashion,” he said.
Gorbach’s vstyle is about for¬

mality, romance and wanting to be
counter-culture. “Fashion is often
perceived at Bates as being a herd
mentality.
People seek to tran¬
scend this herd mentality by ignor¬
ing fashion and style,” he explained.
“By the very act of wearing clothes,
one sends messages about how they
wish to appear.”
To conclude, Gorbach com¬
mented on style culture. “Some¬
times, I agree with what is in fash¬
ion, but I am primarily concerned
with style, which is never obsolete
and reflects the character and pa¬
nache of the wearer,” he said. As
Bates incorporates diverse styles,
Gorbach’s words hold true to each
“wearer” around campus.

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

’10, pictured here in the Fireplace Lounge in the New
Commons building, has a soft spot for fedoras and lapels.
Benjamin Gorbach

5 out of 5 Bobcats

CHARLES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

DJs of the Week Chad Frisbie
TO and Rachel Kurzius TO enjoy im¬
personation. And coffee. Frisbie and
Kurzius’ caffeine-fueled 2 to 4 p.m.
timeslot on Sunday might contribute
to their jazzed up, aging married cou¬
ple alter-egos, “Tina and Tony Rigatoni.”
The two seniors have been on the
air for two years, feuding with WRBC’s
“Robo DJ.” “Coffee Talk” used to be an
early morning talk show, hence the
duo’s interest in coffee and early morn¬
ing chattiness, however, “not even a
Carnival cruise ship chock-full of cawfee [sic] beans could have gotten ns up
on a consistent basis,” they wrote when
accepting the DJ of the Week award.
Their show specializes in world
music, an often referenced, but not
wholly understood or appreciated
genre. Kurzius and Frisbie seem to
have mastered the form, however. The
two always end their set with a sen¬
sual tune; a sex jam, which they call
“The Baby Maker." “It’s time to get your
groins a-pumpin’ and loins a-swirlin’ to
the most fertile beats in the world,” the
two wrote when explaining their show.
Frisbie and Kurzius always wel¬
come callers, as is standard operating
procedure for morning, afternoon or
even night talk show programs. They
clearly enjoy their time on-air. “At the
end of the day, we’re very honored by
this decision to appreciate our Sun¬
day rendezvous with the angel ears
of Lewiston-Auburn,” they wrote in
response to their selection as DJs of
the Week.
You can listen to “Coffee Talk”,
Sundays, 2-4 PM.

High moral standards...
Girl to friend: You can’t have multiple Commons crushes! You’d be a Commons
crush skank.
-Dairy Joy

Day after St. Patty’s day...
Girl (happy, jubilant): How was your sober night last night?
Boy (dowh, depressed): Well,...it was...sober.
-Commons

Before it’s too late...
Girl (running): Sarah! ...[panting]...Milts! ...[heaving]...Milts! ...[panting]...
Quickly!
...[heaving]... Quickly!
-Smith
‘Name has been changed for anonymity

Hear something funny that needs to be shared?
E-mail your overheards to
mrouvali@bates.edu

*

PETER SENZAMICI/THE BATES STUDENT

Chad Frisbie TO and Rachel Kurzius TO host “Coffee Talk” every Sunday from 2
to 4 p.m. Featuring world music, they encourage people to call in, and they always end
their show with a different sensual tune, which they call “The Baby Maker.”
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Nothing but
madness and my
bracket is trash

Missed opportunities plague
men's lax against Williams

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

BRIDGIN DUNN/THE BATES STUDENT

Cody Newman 'll wins one of his nine faceoffs against Williams last Saturday. Newman also added an assist in the 10-7 loss.
in shots on goal and converted three of
seven man-up opportunities. Meanwhile,
Bates failed to score during any of their
six man-up chances.
‘We need to convert our man-up oppor¬
tunities to be competitive with teams like Wil¬
liams, Middlebury,” said Evan Bagley 10.
Sampson’s early goal gave Bates a 1-0
lead and increased his season total to a
team-high 10 goals. Williams did not let
the Bobcats enjoy their lead for long, as
they took advantage of a penalty and
scored two goals within two minutes of
each other to take a 2-1 lead. The quarter
ended evenly as Bates added an unassist¬
ed goal from Quad-Captain David Barrett
10 to put him in a tie for the team-lead in
goals scored with Sampson.
Williams took advantage of their manup position for the second time at the start
of the second quarter, regaining the lead,
3- 2. In the same fashion, the Eph’s capital¬
ized on another Bates penalty to make it
4- 2 with 11:46 left in the half.
Luke Charest ’ll cut the deficit to
4-3 before halftime after catching a
wide shot by Rob Highland ’13 with
just three minutes to go.
Williams came back strong in the third
quarter, starting the period with a goal by
Michael Aciemo after just five minutes of
play. The Eph’s then took the biggest lead
of the game with another goal by Aciemo
and added another goal by Matt Chansaw.
Faced with a 7-3 deficit with 3:30 re¬
maining in the third quarter, it seemed that

NORA HANAGAN

STAFF WRITER
The men’s lacrosse team was good
enough to hold off Williams College for
a quarter last Saturday, but the Ephs took
a small lead in the second quarter and
never looked back. After ending the first
quarter tied at two, Williams slowly pulled
away and ultimately prevailed, 10-7.
This is the second win in as many
games for the Ephs, ranked No. 8 in New
England by the NEILA. The Bobcats, No. 10
in New England, fall to 3-2 overall and 0-2
in the extremely competitive NESCAC.
The game looked like it would tilt
in the Bobcat’s direction when QuadCaptain Nick Sampson ’10 scored in
the third minute of play. Unfortunate¬
ly, the Bobcats could not continue to
get the ball into the back of the net.
This same problem was true in last
week’s loss to Middlebury, where a
lack of shooting accuracy seemed to
be the major difference between stay¬
ing within reach of the Panthers.
In the first quarter the Bobcats had
plenty of possession, but as the game
progressed, the Ephs gained momentum
and the Bobcats had difficulty capitaliz¬
ing on breakaways and offensive plays.
Given these problems, the game statis¬
tics seem logical: although Bates outshot
Williams by a 46-32 margin, had a 42-29
edge in ground balls and won 11 of 20
face offs, the Ephs had a 21-19 advantage

Bates was almost out of the game. Howev¬
er, the Bobcats clawed back, scoring twice
in a 64-second span to close the gap to one.
The run was started by Rory Cosgrove ’ll,
who scored an unassisted goal to make it
7-4. Defender Charlie Claik ’13 scored a rare
goal to cut the gap to two. Cody Newman
’ll assisted Torben Noto ’13, who bounced
a shot in to bring the Bobcats within at the
end of the quarter.
Williams was not going to let the
Bobcats gain too much momentum, as
they came back in the final minutes
of the quarter to take a two-goal lead
into the final period.
In the start of the final quarter, Wil¬
liams increased their lead once again to
9-6. Bates then missed six straight shots
in over eight minutes, failing to get back
on the scoreboard.
Williams increased their lead even fur¬
ther with two more goals. Meanwhile, Bates
missed another six straight shots.
The Bobcats managed to get in a final
goal to close the gap to 10-7 with 2:29 left
in the game after Charest scored unassisted.
“Just like against Middlebury, we
had a lot of scoring opportunities,” said
Bagley. “We shot a lot, but didn't hit the
net as much as we would have liked.”
Williams goalkeeper Stephen Vrla
made 12 saves, besting Bobcat goalie
Adam Scharff T2 by one.
The Bobcats will play their first NE¬
SCAC road game at Wesleyan University
next Saturday at 2 p.m.

ever, is monumental, and this is how
upsets occur. I will be the first (after all
of the newspapers, magazines and TV
shows) to tell you that this year’s March
Madness has been madder than normal.
It is so unpredictable that not one per¬
son on ESPN.com filled out a perfect
bracket through the first two rounds.
How can this be? Every year at least
someone in the world picks a perfect
bracket. This year it was not possible
because no one picked the Universi¬
ty of Northern Iowa to upset Kansas
University in the second round of the
tournament (unless you are a student
at Northern Iowa).
When the next Sports Illustrated
comes out, I can all but guarantee
you that the farm boys from Northern
Iowa will grace the cover, fresh off
of their major upset over the handsdown favorites from Kansas.
I didn’t even know that a North¬
ern Iowa University existed. Be¬
yond that, I can’t even think of
an equal comparison to show the
magnitude of this upset. Keeping it
in the state of Maine, imagine the
University of Maine-Orono losing a
hockey game to the University of
Maine-Presque Isle. Even better,
imagine the Bates men’s lacrosse
team losing to the Lewiston High
School girls team. It wouldn’t hap¬
pen, shouldn’t happen and Evan
Bagley ’10 surely wouldn’t allow it
to happen.
But it can happen. Northern Iowa’s
upset over Kansas embodies every¬
thing great about March Madness. Even
though I picked Kansas to win the
whole tournament (along with almost
50 percent of the people that filled out
a bracket) I didn’t care. Upsets make ev¬
erything more exciting and as we have
already learned, no one can predict
what will happen next.
Northern Iowa’s big upset was the
first time that they reached the second
round of the tournament since 1990.
Better yet, it was the first time since
2004 that a No. 1 seed had fallen in
the second round.
The milestones keep coming for
the Panthers, as their matchup with
Michigan State on Friday night marks
the first time in school history that the
Panthers have reached the Sweet 16.
While I had a litde money on Kan¬
sas to win it all, I will consider it a char¬
itable donation to my friend Christine
Hayek TO who miraculously has all four
of her Final Four teams still alive (you
are one lucky girl, Christine).
My bracket is doomed. With Kansas
out, the highest I can score is a 105 out
of 192 and I would have to go perfect
the rest of the way which is as unlikely
as Nathan Winebaum TO finishing his
thesis by the end of finals week.
But March Madness isn’t about
the bracket. Filling one out makes

Welcome Back Students!
’ '<>”•
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it more exciting because it makes
me feel like I am a part of the expe¬
rience. I would take a tournament
full of upsets over a highly predict¬
able tournament any year, and this
year surely fits the description of
the former.
While there were a variety of other
upsets, Northern Iowa knocking off a
No. 1 seed was the biggest.
Eight double digit seeds reached
the second round with three of those
earning a spot in the Sweet 16.
Northern Iowa is a No. 9 seed,
but heading into their game against
Kansas, we might as well have con¬
sidered them unseeded. No one saw
it coming.
Before the game began, Kansas
star Sherron Collins appeared cool,
confident, and collected, without an
ounce of fear in his eyes.
When they were losing by eight
at halftime, they were still okay. They
had 20 minutes of basketball left to
cut the deficit, and North Iowa had 20
minutes left to fall back to earth.
Kansas trimmed away at the deficit
and used a mean full-court press in
the last bits of the game, but Northern
Iowa never fell off of cloud nine.
With 34 seconds remaining and
Northern Iowa up 63-62, Kansas gave
it everything they had. They nearly
forced a turnover in the backcourt,
but the Panthers held on and the un¬
thinkable followed.
Every basketball coach, player and
fan screamed when Ali Farokhmanesh
caught the ball on the wing, set his
feet and let it go. With a one point
lead and a berth in the Sweet 16 on
the line, Farokhmanesh took the big¬
gest gamble of his life. Had he missed,
Kansas would have rebounded, called
a timeout, taken the lead and likely
would have avoided upset. All con¬
ventional basketball wisdom said to
hold onto the ball, burn the clock and
win the game.
But Farokhmanesh was open and
unguarded. He hesitated briefly but
went with his gut: make it and the
game is over.
He jumped and we all watched the
ball roll off of his fingertips as if CBS
had put the game in slow motion. What
took one second felt like one minute and
while we waited for the ball to bounce off
of the rim and into the hands of a Kan¬
sas Jayhawk, Farokhmanesh celebrated
because he knew what he had just done.
With 34 seconds left, Farokmanesh pushed the Panthers to un¬
familiar territory. They won big, and
with one single swish, the Northern
Iowa Panthers became everyone’s fa¬
vorite underdog.
They trashed my bracket and
ruined my chances at 150 dollars,
but that is okay. We like Cinderella
stories, and with three double-digit
seeds in the Sweet 16, I’ll root for
any of them.

PAPA JOHN'S

ONLINE ONLY SPECIAL

Extra Large
Cheese Pizza
ONLY

Buy A Large Or Extra Large
Pizza At Regular Menu Price,
Get the Second Pizza Of Equal
Or Lesser Value

$399

FREE!

F Additional toppings extra. Customer responsWc fa applicabte taxes & deliveiy charges.
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20oz. Coca-Cola
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Portland
1053 Forest Ave. '

878-9100

Brunswick <
190 Bath Rd.
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‘

Auburn

Biddeford

Waterville
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Portland

185 Ocean St.

PAPA JOHN'S

Chickenstrips or Wings
&220oz. Coca-Cola
products for
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2 20oz. Coca-Cola
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Bangor
516 Stillwater Ave.
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OPEN UNTIL 3AM FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

PAPA JOHN'S

(except South Portland - Open until 2am)

SJB
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No. 17 women's lax falls 7-5 in
heartbreaker against No. 12 Ephs
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KRIS DUFOUR/WILLIAMS SPORTS INFORMATION

Jenna Dannis '12 (6) fires a shot at Williams goalkeeper Julia Schreiber. Lindsay Thompson '12 (8) awaits the rebound. Dannis scored twice, but Bates lost to the Ephs 7-5.

HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After their triumph over the formerly
No. 6 ranked Middlebury Panthers, the
Bates women’s lacrosse team moved
up to No. 17 in the national rankings.
The women took their new standing to
Williamstown, Mass., where they faced
off against another formidable foe - the
No. 12 ranked Williams Ephs. Despite
dominating their opponent with higher
totals in shots, ground balls, and draw
controls, the Bobcats lost a 3-2 halftime

lead and were defeated 7-5.
“Jenn Brailier did a great job off the
draw and we won many crucial draw
controls,” said Co-Captain Morgan Maciewicz TO. “Our defense also played
great, we just couldn't capitlize on our
offensive opportunities.”
Maciewicz put Bates ahead early
when she scored off of an assist by Jenna
Dannis T2. Williams tied the score at one
just four minutes later; however, Dannis
put Bates ahead 2-1 with a goal off of
a free position shot with 20 minutes re¬
maining in the first half. Williams picked

up their second goal off of another free
position shot but Joan O’Neill T2 sent
Bates into halftime with a 3-2 lead.
Unfortunately, the momentum that
Bates carried into halftime faded and
Williams stormed back with four un¬
answered goals to take a 6-3 lead with
14:46 remaining in the second half.
O’Neill added her second goal of the
game with 10:52 left and cut the Wil¬
liams lead to two.
O’Neill’s goal looked to even the
momentum and give Bates a chance at
a comeback; however, Williams attacker

Margie Fulton scored just 22 seconds
later to bring the deficit back to three.
Numerous offensive chances followed,
but Ephs goalkeeper Julia Schreiber
was ready for the challenge as she kept
Bates’ offense scoreless over the next
nine minutes.
With 1:13 remaining, Dannis added
her second goal of the game and gave
Bates a last minute chance at victory.
Unfortunately, Williams won the ensu¬
ing draw control and attempted to run
down the clock. Bates regained posses¬
sion and Dannis nearly added a third

Women's tennis falters against Brandeis for first loss

goal, but Schreiber was there to save the
shot and send Williams to victory.
“If we play the Ephs again in the
postseason, there is no doubt in my
mind that we will come out qn top,”
said Maciewicz.
The loss brought Bates’ overall and
conference records to 1-1 and now puts
them in fourth place in the NESCAC
standings. The women have their first two
home games of the season this week as
they host Babson College on Wednes¬
day before Wesleyan University comes to
town for a Saturday afternoon matchup.

Softball
opens in
Florida
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
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Erika Blauth '12 picked up a key, three-set victory at fifth singles, avenging her

Meg Anderson '12 teamed up with Co-Captain Alex Piacquad '10 at first doubles,

earlier loss with teammate Katie Helfgott '13 at third doubles.

but the duo fell to Brandeis' top-seeded pair, 8-6.

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Co-Captain Alex Piacquad '10 follows through on one a serve in her match at first singles. Piacquad was forced to a third set, but she prevailed in the super tie-breaker.
Despite Piacquad's big singles victory, Bates lost the closely contested match, 5-4.
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

The women’s tennis team defeated
Colby 5-4 in the NESCAC opener for
both teams last Tuesday. This was the
fifth straight win for the Bobcats who
remained undefeated with the victory of
their conference rivals.
Co-Captain Alex Piacquad TO and
Meg Anderson T2 cruised to victory at
first doubles, 8-3. Meanwhile Erika Blauth
T2 and Katie Helfgott T3 prevailed at

third doubles, 8-4 and gave Bates a 2-1
lead heading into singles play.
Anderson, Helfgott and Nicole Russell
T3 sealed the win for the Bobcats with
their victories at second, fourth and sixth
singles, respectively. Both Anderson and
Helfgott were pushed by their opponents,
as the women were forced to play a de¬
cisive third set. After dropping the second
set 4-6, Anderson bounced back to win the
point for Bates with a 6-3 final set' Helfgott
rebounded from a 2-6 second set loss and
demolished her opponent in the third, 6-0.

Unfortunately, the team’s winning streak
was halted by No. 29 nationally ranked
Brandeis University last Sunday, who edged
the Bobcats 5-4 in a non-conference match.
The Judges took two out of three doubles
matches and fought off the Bobcats’ rally to
earn a 3-3 draw in singles play for the win.
Bates’ duo of Russell and Ashley Brunk
13 took the only doubles win for the Bob¬
cats, winning the second doubles match,
8-6. In singles play Piacquad took down her
opponent in a super tiebreaker at first sin¬
gles, 6-3,6-7(0), 10-5. Blauth was forced into

*

three sets to defeat her rival at fifth singles,
6-7(4), 6-2, 6-2), and Russell won another
point for Bates at sixth singles, 6-3, 6-4. Un¬
fortunately the Judges swept the Bobcats in
second, third and fourth singles.
The loss to Brandeis was the first
for the Bobcats this season, and their
record now stands at 5-1. Bates will play
at Babson College on March 23rd in
another non-conference match before
hosting their first home NESCAC match
of the season on April 3rd against the
Tufts University Jumbos.

The softball team kicked off the 2010
season with six games in the warm weather
of Clermont, Fla. From March 18th to March
20th, the women played three consecutive
days of double headers, butting heads with
Mount Vernon Nazarene University, Indi¬
ana Tech University, Keene State College,
UMass-Boston, Eastern Connecticut State
University and Middlebury College.
The six games featured mixed perfor¬
mances on both the offensive and defensive
ends as the women scored more than five
nans in three of the games, but were blanked
by their opponents in the other three.
The season opened with a 6-0 loss
to Mount Vernon Nazarene. Despite the
lopsided score, Bates managed seven hits
off of the opposing pitchers while allow¬
ing just nine. Karen Ullman T2 and Kelly
McManus T2 paced the offense with two
hits each from the first and second spots
in the lineup. Kristen Finn T2 pitched a
strong game, allowing just nine hits and
one walk; however, she allowed five first
inning runs, including a grand slam that
put Bates in an immediate hole.
The second game ended better for
the Bobcats as they snuck out a 6-1 vic¬
tory over Indiana Tech. Leah Maciejewski
T2, Lauren Dobish T2 and Mary Lewis T3
each picked up three hits. Maciejewski
plated two runners and also scored once
while Dobish scored twice and had one
RBI. Caroline Gattuso T3 picked up her
first collegiate victory in complete game
fashion, scattering four hits, five walks,
and one run while striking out five.
Bates dropped their next three games,
including two shutouts against Keene State
and Eastern Connecticut State University.
The Bobcats took UMass-Boston to extra in¬
nings, but fell 7-5 after the Beacons scored
two runs in a wild top of the eighth inning.
The Florida trip ended on a good note,
however, as Bates picked up a 6-3 victory
over NESCAC rival Middlebury. Finn picked
up her first win of the season, allowing just
three runs on six hits and one walk.
Bates travels to Rhode Island College
for a Saturday afternoon doubleheader
before traveling to Wesleyan University
for two more games on Sunday.
*

*
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Home run derby: Simon hits three in
split against Washington Adventist
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Catcher Jake Simon 'll hit three homeruns in Bates' doubleheader against Washington Adventist University. The trio of horn-

Pitcher Ryan Heide 'll went the distance in the first game of last Sunday's double-

ers raises his season total to a career-high four, with 27 regular season games remaining for the Bobcats.

header against the University of Mary Washington. Heidi is now 2-0 on the season.

CUSTER COOK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After starting their season off
strong in South Carolina, the base¬
ball team continued their success last
weekend in the Washington D.C. area.
With two road trips under their belt,
the Bobcats return to New England
ready to take the NESCAC by storm.
The Bobcats' first road trip to South
Carolina featured a 3-1 record, taking
a doubleheader from Claflin Univer¬
sity, winning one contest against Rich¬
ard Stockton College and dropping
one to Shenandoah University.
This past week, the Bobcats hit the

road again, this time to the Washington,
D.C. area. In the first three games of
their trip they continued their success,
winning a 12-3 blowout over Catholic
University before splitting a doubleheader with Washington Adventist Uni¬
versity. At the end of their road trip, the
team split a doubleheader against the
University of Mary Washington.
Bates won the first game 7-5 be¬
hind strong pitching from Ryan Heide
’ll. Mary Washington bounced back
and dropped the Bobcats 14-2 in the
second game.
The team’s success has come from
both the offensive and defensive sides
of the ball. Offensively, the lineup has

been hitting everything in sight thus
far. Five of the hitters in Bates’ starting
lineup are hitting over .300 - the sign of
a strong batter. The team average stands
at an impressive .343.
Jake Simon ’ll has given the line¬
up a necessary power boost, as he
leads the team with foyr homeruns
and 16 RBI’s through just seven games
played. Three of Simon’s homeruns
came in their doubleheader against
Washington Adventist.
All-NESCAC right fielder Chris
Burke ’ll is hitting at a phenomenal
.429 clip, while also leading the team
in runs scored with 10. Npah Burke
’ll is leading the team with an as¬

tounding .524 batting average. Rich
Velotta ’ll is hitting .364 and playing
flawless defense in left field.
Defensively, the Bobcats have been
keeping their opponents off balance
with a slew of impressive arms. Run
prevention is the key to the team’s suc¬
cess this year, as the offense has shown
their depth and potential to score runs.
Paul Chiampa ’ll has been an in¬
nings-eater thus far, getting three starts
and boasting an impressive 2-0 record
to go with a. solid 3.38 earned run av¬
erage. Heide has also started the sea¬
son in top form, allowing just six runs
in 15 innings of work. Karl Alexander
'12 rounds out Bates’ top three start¬

ing spots, and has earned his place in
the rotation after allowing only six hits
through his first 11 innings of work. Al¬
exander is currently holding opposing
batters to a .146 clip.
The Bobcats record stands at 6-3
and they will play their first Maine
baseball games of the season this
Wednesday when they travel to Ban¬
gor for a doubleheader against Husson University.
The team will play their first home
game on March 31st at Leahey Field
against the University of Maine-Farmington. NESCAC East play begins with
a three game weekend series at home
against Tufts starting April 2nd.

Men's tennis rallies back against Brandeis Bracket
busters:
gotta
love 'em
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR
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TWo-time All-American Amrit Rupasinghe '10 swings through his forehand shot en route to his 6-1,6-4 victory over Nick White at first singles. Bates beat Brandeis, 6-3.

HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s tennis team lived up
to their No. 7 Northeast and No. 30
national rankings this past week¬
end as they pulled out a 6-3 win in
a Saturday afternoon match against
Brandeis University. The Judges kept
Saturday’s match close; however,
Bates’ tenacity and depth proved to
be the difference as the Bobcats won
their third straight match.

Securing victories at the doubles
positions provides college tennis teams
with a cushion heading into the six sin¬
gles matches that follow. Bates has been
able to dominate doubles play all sea¬
son long, but Brandeis nearly ran away
with an early 2-1 lead. Jeff Beaton T2
and Tri-Captain Max Berger TO faced
a 6-1 deficit but rallied back to win
at second doubles, 9-8(0). Tri-Captain
Zach Fenno TO and Ryan Mannelly TO
picked up an 8-6 win at third doubles
_and_gaveBates<thej2T_advantasejTeach

ing into singles play.
Amrit Rupasinghe TO and Tri-Cap¬
tain Mike Reiss TO lost their match at
first doubles, 8-5. Despite the loss, the
two came storming back [in first and
second singles play] and won their
matches 6-1, 6-4, and 7-5, 6-7 (4) and
10-8, respectively. Berger picked up a
key victory at third singles, winning
his match in relative ease, 6-1, 6-1.
The sixth and final point came from
Matt Betties T3, who also cruised to

Without the grinding play of Bea¬
ton, Berger and Reiss, the Bobcats
nearly found themselves on the wrong
end of the scorecard. Their depth and
talent prevailed, and Bates ran away
with a 6-3 victory.
The win brings Bates’ record to 4-1
(1-0 NESCAC). The upcoming week¬
end of play features a three-match
road trip as Bates travels to Ohio to
face off against Denison University,
Kenyon College and Case Western Re-

victor£_(>2J_6-0;_^_^___i^___<_ _<serve>Universit^;_>>__>iii___^_i>ii__>>^_

Ever since I start1. writing a weekly
column for The Student, I vowed to
never write about the same topic in
two straight issues. I have kept that
promise and have covered a variety of
different topics ranging from columns
about Bates athletics to columns about
mainstream professional sports.
But promises can’t always last, so
please accept my apology in advance.
Last week I wrote about the start
of the 2010 NCAA Division I Basket¬
ball Tournament (a.k.a. March Mad¬
ness). I was not giving predictions,
reliving glory moments from past
years or previewing some of the tops
teams, but I was writing why March
Madness is, year in and year out, the
greatest two-week sporting event in
the world.
My reasons included the excite¬
ment of the tournament starting with
65- teams all going after the same
thing: the National Championship.
With history and pride on the line,
what happened in the regular season
is of little, importance.
What happens in the now, howSee NOTHING BUT MADNESS, page 10

